


REMANUFACTURING SERVICES 

REMANUFACTURING 
S&S® Cycle's professional remanufacturing services are available to all authorized S&S deale 
an authorized S&S dealer you have the ability to send S&S components in to have 
remanufactured to factory fitment specifications. From engines to oil pumps, pretty much an 
component can be remanufactured. This means that rather than replace an engine when 
run its course- for about half the cost of a new engine, trained S&S remanufacturing techn 
can return your customer's engine to factory specifications. The remanufactured engine will 
new bearings and bushings (as required), new pistons, oil pump components, head 
camshaft(s), tappets, gaskets, seals and replacement hardware. Additionally, the carburetor V\ 

remanufactured. A remanufactured S&S engine carries a full one-year parts and labor warr.: 

What's Included? 

Typical S&S remanufacturing procedures available for S&S P-Series, SH-Series, V-Series, 
and T-Series engines: 

• Crankcases - replace bearings and refit pinion race 

• Gear Cover - replace camshaft and pinion bushings 

• Flywheel Assembly- repair flywheels, rebuild connecting rods and replace pinion shaft 

crankpin, true and balance assembly 

• Cylinder Heads- remanufacture with new oversize valves and springs and replace seals 

• Cylinders and Pistons - bore and hone cylinders to accommodate new pistons and rings 

• Oil Pump - remanufacture with new gears, seals and gaskets 

• Carburetor- remanufacture to factory new specifications 

• Reassemble- complete assembly with new camshaft(s), tappets, gaskets and seals 

S&S Machine Shop Services Available: 

• Hot Set Up Kit® installation- including machine cases, fit pistons and rings to cylinder~ 
assemble engine 

• Tim ken® sprocket shaft bearing conversion in 2003-later stock Harley-Davidson® Twin < 
88® and Twin Cam 96™ crankcase 

• Machine S&S heads to raise compression ratios 

• Dual-plug S&S heads for shovels 

• Fit pistons to cylinders 

• Install thrust washers in flywheel assembly 
• Install valve guides and seals 

• Machine crankcase breather bore 
• Machine crankcase spigot bores for big bore kits 

• Machine gasket surfaces- cylinder heads, cylinders, and cases 





NATURAL FINISH 

WRINKLE-BLACK POWDERCOAT FINISH 

ENGINE CERTIFICATION 

POLISHED FINISH WITH SUPER G CARBURETOR 

Buying an assembled engine from S&S is 
the surest way to get S&S quality from 
start to finish. S&S parts and S&S expert 
assembly! But how do you know for sure 
that the engine you have was really 
assembled by S&S, and how do you know 
that all the parts in it are S&S products? 
The answer is simple . All complete 
engines assembled by S&S come with a 
certificate of authenticity that lets you 
know that you have the real deal. Beware 
of any engine that does not come with a 
certificate of authenticity. Insist on the 
real deal. Insist on a certified S&S 
assembled engine! 
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S&S® TOOLS 

53-0452 MAIN JET TOOL 

For changing main jets in all S&S 
carburetors using #72 series jets. 

53-0060 SPROCKET SHAFT BEARING 
AND SEAL INSTALLATION TOOL 

Tool kit includes, an installer and four adapters 
packaged in a sturdy hard case with foam 
padding . Adapters are also available individually. 

53-0051 CYLINDER TORQUE PLATE KIT 

The S&S cylinder torque plate kits are used to simulate 
operating stress conditions when boring and honing 
aluminum cylinders. The kit includes a head and base 
end plate, four long, Grade-8 socket head cap screws 
and a stop arm to keep the cylinder and plates from 
turning while honing. 

53-0040 ROCKER COVER WRENCH SET 

Helpful in areas where the motorcycle frame 
may prevent the use of conventional tools . 

NOTE: See the S&S Dealer Catalog or visit the S&S Website for further information. 
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S&S®TQOLS ~ 
tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~ 

S&S TOP DEAD CENTER TOOL 

The S&S Top Dead Center Tool makes it easy to find 
exact top dead center in any engine. This is the best 
way to calibrate your degree wheel when dialing in 
cams, or performing any number of checks and 
modifications based on the position of the 
crankshaft . Available for engines with 14mm or 
12mm spark plug holes. 

12mm ..... 53-0322 

CONNECTING ROD CHECKING PINS 

These pins are used to check alignment of connecting 
rods with crankcase cylinder decks . 

. 927" ...... 53-0004 

53-0020 DEGREE WHEEL KIT 

The multipurpose S&S degree wheel can be used to 
do ignition timing, crankcase breather timing, cam 
degreeing, or you name it. This aid is a must for 
every well equipped engine building shop. 

53-0045 S&S TWO-PIECE 
COMPRESSION RELEASE SOCKET KIT 

Allows in-frame installation of S&S compression 
releases and protects wiring from damage during 
installation. 

S&S ENGINE STAND 

S&S engine stands are ideal for use in the workshop 
or as a display stand for engines or crankcases. 

1936-'99 Big Twin Engines . .. .... 53-0141 
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INTRODUCTION 

SAFETY GUIDELINES 
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This manual was created to help you maintain your S&S® engine. It outlines the procedure 
necessary for both a home mechanic or shop technician to ensure that the S&S engine in your bik' 
lasts as long as possible. Obviously there are some safety considerations we ask that you read ant 
follow before you turn any wrenches. 

1- Gasoline is extremely flammable and as such, explosive. When you are servicing the carbo 
fuel-injection unit, gasoline could leak out and come in contact with the motorcycle. For thi 
reason, try not to work on a hot motorcycle or have an open flame near the gas or fumes i 
gives off. Smoking is not recommended when you work near gasoline. 

2- Be sure to wear protective glasses or goggles when you work with compressed air. Small chi~ 
of metal or debris can easily be projected into your eye from the air pressure. Also, never air 
an air hose nozzle at yourself or anyone else since debris in the line can be shot out wit 
tremendous force. 

3- Chemicals and solvents have many potential dangers. These can be found by reading the labt 
on the container. Please take the time to do so. 

4- Allow a hot motorcycle to cool off before you work on it. It's easier to do things the right wa 
when you are not trying to avoid being burned. 

5- Always disconnect the battery when you work on your motorcycle to avoid accidental! 
engaging the starter or damaging electrical components. 

6- Read the instructions before you start any service work. If you are unsure of how a procedur 
is done, additional instruction sheets are available at www.sscycle.com or call the S&S Tech Lin 
for help. 

7- Consult the appropriate service manual for the vehicle you are working on for any procedur 
outside of this service manual. 

8- Start any and all service work with a clear head. Do not attempt to service or repair yourS& 
engine when tired or under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 

9- Be sure that all fuel and oil lines are routed properly and cannot make contact with a movin 
or hot part of the motorcycle. 

10- Before you ride a motorcycle equipped with an 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine, make sure that tr 
throttle cables are not binding and are routed properly. Also turn the handlebars fully toea< 
side to ensure there is no restriction in the throttles operation at that point. Properly routE 
and adjusted cables will allow the throttle to snap back into position when you release it. 

11- Exhaust fumes are poisonous and can kill you. Please make sure that you have adequai 
ventilation when working on or tuning your motorcycle. 

12- The right tools make servicing your engine much easier. Be sure that you have all of tr 
specialty tools specified in each segment of this manual. 



INTRODUCTION ~ 
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SERVICE PREPARATION 

PRODUCT REFERENCES 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

PRODUCTION BIKE 
INFORMATION 

1- S&S® supports the efforts of our customers in performing work on their own motorcycles. It is 
up to the individual to determine if he or she has the skills necessary to perform any of the 
procedures outlined in this manual. If a task or procedure is beyond your comfort level after 
reading the proper section of the manual, a list of S&S dealers is located on our web page at 
www.sscycle.com. Any of these shops or dealers can assist you. 

2- Proper preparation will ensure that the job is done efficiently and safely. A clean work area at 
the start of each job will allow you to complete the work as easily and quickly as possible while 
preventing lost or misplaced tools and parts. A dirty motorcycle should be cleaned up before 
starting work; often this may assist in finding the true cause of a mechanical problem or may 
identify additional areas of concern . 

3- Required tools should be identified before the job is started. This manual will identify when 
specialty tools are required or recommended . Often the use of a specialty tool will make the 
job easier and prevent damage or injury. 

1- The use of the term Harley-Davidson®, or the use of any other H-D® terms such as Twin Cam 
88® or Evolution® is for reference purposes only and does not imply an endorsement by Harley
Davidson, Inc. 

2- Where reference is made to a specific brand name product, tool, or instrument, an equivalent 
or like product may be used in place of the one mentioned. Any reference to the use of a 
brand name product, tool, or instrument does not constitute an endorsement or 
recommendation of that product by S&S Cycle, Inc. 

3- SSW+ engines are equivalent to and are now referred to as 4-1/8" bore V-Series engines. 

1- For technical assistance with any S&S product, send an email to sstech@sscycle.com or call 
608-627-TECH between Sam and Spm CST, Monday through Friday. Also you can visit 
www.sscycle.com and download additional instruction sheets for the component you are 
working on. 

1- Due to strict guidelines enforced by the EPA, the OE manufacturer of your motorcycle 
instructs S&S Cycle to build your motor to exacting emission specifications. For that reason 
we suggest you contact that manufacturer for a list of differences between standard S&S 
4-1/8" bore V-Series motors and the unit found in your motorcycle. 
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GENERAl SPECIFICATIONS 

Fig. 2-1 

Fig. 2-2 
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The S&S 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine you have purchased is an air-cooled, V-Twin. It is designed t1 
offer proven performance and reliability. Specifications for the three sizes V111 (111 ci), V1 1" 
(117ci) and V124 (124ci) engines referred to in this manual are based on their original factor 
production designs. Some changes may have been made by the Original Equipment manufacture 
of your motorcycle to meet stringent EPA requirements. For that reason we suggest you contac 
that manufacturer for a list of differences between production S&S 4-1/8" bore V-Series motor~ 
and the EPA mandated version found in your motorcycle. 

'---12.994 

ENGINE A B 

124" 15.985" 20.676" 

117" 15.869" 20.581" 

111 " 15.754" 20.485" 
SECTION A-A 

The height of a V124 is .093" taller than a stock 1984-'99 big twin engine and its width is .312 
wider. 

Displacement: 

111 cubic inches or 1819cc 
Bore and stroke: 4-1/8 x 4-1/8" 
Compression ratio: 9.7:1 
Cam: S&S 585 

117 cubic inches or 1918cc 
Bore and stroke: 4-1/8 x 4-3/8" 
Compression ratio: 10.2:1 
Cam: S&S 600 

Combustion chamber volume: 91cc for all. 
Head gaskets: Composite .048" compresses to .043" . 

Valve Valve CAM CHART 
Timing Duration 

124 cubic inches or 2032cc 
Bore and stroke: 4-1/8 x 4-5/8 
Compression ratio: 10.8:1 
Cam: S&S 640 

Valve Lift I 
Lift @TDC 

Cam Recommended Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaus Name Application Open/Close Open/Close 

5&5 
9.5:1 to 10.5:1 20°/45° 60°/20° 245° 260° .585" .186" .180" 

585 

5&5 
9.5:1 to 10.5:1 20°/55° 60°/20° 255° 260° .600" .218" .198" 

600 

5&5 
10.5:1 to 11 .5:1 25°/60° 65°/20° 265° 265° .640" .222" .192" 

640 



GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS ~ 
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BREAK-IN AND OIL 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

OIL RECOMMENDATIONS 

~- 2-3: NOTE: Heavier oil 
II make starting more 
Fficul t in cold weather. 

PRIMARY 
CONSIDERATIONS 

The first few rides on your new S&S® 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine are the most important. As with 
any air-cooled engine, heat is the major enemy you can encounter. Your engine cools as air flows 
past the cylinder fins and the oil circulates. Sitting still for extended periods of time-at a crowded 
bike rally in traffic- will prevent air from flowing past the engine. It should be avoided anytime 
possible-but especially during the break-in period, try to maintain airflow for the engine at all 
times. 

S&S suggests you try to maintain oil temperatures of 180° to 250° F. Use an oil cooler if it is necessary 
to maintain this temperature range. 

Initial Riding Note 

1- Oil temperature is a big concern with your new engine. Be aware that your new 4-1/8" bore 
V-Series engine will have slightly higher oil temperatures for its break-in period. Do everything 
you can to keep the oil temperature as low as possible during break-in. 

The Best Break-in Procedure for 4-1/8" Bore V-Series Engines 

1- The first 50 miles should be ridden very conservatively, allowing edges and surfaces inside the 
engine to wear into each other. 

2- Keep the RPM level below 2500 if possible-but be conscious not to lug the engine. 

3- Change the engine oil at the 50-mile point. 

4- For the next 500 miles try to keep the RPM level below 3500. 

5- Avoid lugging the engine or maintaining a constant RPM level for any appreciable time. 

6- Change the oil at 500 miles. 

7- From 500 to 1,000 miles, ride the motorcycle normally, but be conservative with the harsh 
treatments. Avoid racing, burnouts or dyno runs. 

8- Once you ach ieve 1,000 miles on the engine, verify the ignition and carburetor settings and 
change the oil. The break-in procedure is done. 

It is up to you as to whether you choose to use petroleum-based oil or a synthetic brand of oil. 

Original equipment 4-1/8" bore V-Series engines in production motorcycles should follow the oil 
recommendation of the vehicle manufacturer. 

Regardless of what type you select, be sure to only use oil specifically designated for use in an 
air-cooled motorcycle and utilize the viscosity suggested for the temperature you will be 
operating your motorcycle in . 

VISCOSITY AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (°F) 

SAE 20W50 Above 30°-1 ooo 
SAE 50 Above 60°-1 ooo 
SAE 60 Above 80°-1 ooo 

1- 4-1/8" bore V-Series engines are assembled with the sprocket shaft oil seal oriented for a wet 
primary. If you plan to use an open primary you will need to remove the sprocket shaft oil seal 
(PN 31-4010) and replace it with a new seal installed with the lip facing the flywheels. 
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

OIL FILTER 

FUEL 

SPARK PLUGS 

Fig. 2-4: TIP: Always change 
your engine oil before an 
extended storage period. 
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The oil filter used on an 5&5 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine should be designed for 1984-'99 big tw 
engines. Do not use a style designed for 1999-up big twin engines or anti-drainback style oil filte1 

The gasoline used in your 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine should have a minimum octane rating of 9 
Do not use fuel additives and try to avoid consistent use of methanol or ethanol blended fuels. 

5&5 4-1/8" bore V-Series engines use Champion RA8HC 12mm spark plugs that should be gapp1 
between .038- and .042-inch . Refer to your ignition manufacturer (if you are not using an 51 
1ST ignition) for any additional recommendations. 

S&S RECOMMENDED REGULAR SERVICE INTERVALS I 
Item Interval 

Engine oil & filter Change at 50, 500, 2,500 miles, every 2,500 miles thereafter 
or every six months, whichever comes f irst.' 

Air cleaner 
Inspect at 50 and 500 miles, every 2,500 miles thereafter. 
Replace every 5,000 miles.' 

Tappet oil screen Inspect at 50 and 500 miles, every 2,500 miles thereafter. 

Petcock, lines, Inspect at 50 and 500 miles, every 2,500 miles thereafter. 
& fittings vacuum lines 

Fuel tank filter screen & Every 5,000 miles. 
in-line fuel filter (if used) 

Engine idle speed 950-1,050 RPM. Check every 2,000 miles. 

Operation of throttle & Inspect and lubricate throttle cables at 500 miles and every 
enrichment device control 2,500 miles thereafter. 

Spark plugs 
Inspect every 5,000 miles. Replace every 10,000 miles or as 
needed. 

Engine mounts Inspect at 500 miles and every 5,000 miles thereafter. 

External fasteners Re-torque at 500 miles and every 5,000 thereafter. 
except engine head bolts 

' Replace more frequently if engine is operated in a dusty environment. 



Fig. 2-5 

Fig. 2-6 

~ - 2-7: Valve sizes: Intake 
2.00", Exhaust is 1.605". 

TORQUE SPECIFICATIONS 

Item Torque Recommended 

Rocker Box ~ " 100-120 in-lbs Loctite 243 

Rocker Box y,. " 18 ft-lbs Loctite 243 

Rocker arm support plate 15-18 ft-lbs 

Cylinder head bolts 8 ft-lbs, 18 ft-lbs, goo Oil threads 

Cylinder studs 10 ft-lbs Loctite 272 

Crankcase fasteners 
12-15 ft-lbs (~) 

18-20 ft-lbs (Y,.) 

Piston oilers 25 in-lbs Loctite 243 

Pinion nut 50 ft-lbs Loctite 272 

Tappet guide fasteners 90-120 in-lbs Loctite 243 

Pushrod locknuts 90-120 in-lbs 

Gear cover fasteners 120 in-lbs Loctite 243 

Timing hole plug 120 in-lbs Anti-seize 

Oil pump cover/mounting 90-120 in-lbs 
bolts (4) 

Oil pump top mounting (2) 60 in-lbs 

Intake manifold to head 16ft-lbs Loctite 243 

Intake manifold to carb 18ft-lbs Loctite 243 

Compression releases 32-37 ft-lbs Anti-seize 

Exhaust flange to head 18ft-lbs Anti-seize 

Head temp sensor 10-12 ft-lbs Anti-seize 

Knock sensor 11ft-lbs Anti-seize 

Crank position sensor 90-120 in-lbs 

Spark plug 11 -18 ft-l bs Anti-seize 

NOTE: 12 in-lbs equals 1 ft-lb 

FLYWHEEL SPECIFICATIONS 

Flywheel diameter 8.25" 

Rod length 7.668 " 

Crankpin diameter 1.500" 

Wristpin diameter .927" 

Sprocket & Pinion Shafts 1.250 " 

VALVE SPRING PRESSURE 

Cam Lift Closed Lbs Max. Lift Lbs Installed 
Spring Height 

.585 178 407 1.800 in 

.600 178 413 1.800 in 

.640 178 432 1.800 in 
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Fig. 2-8 

Fig. 2-9 
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I SPECIFICATIONS AND WEAR LIMITS 
I 

Description Specification Wear limit 

Shaft in bushing .0007 " -.0018 " .0035" 

ROCKER ARM Bushing fit in rocker arm (tight) .0012" -.0032 " < .0012 " 

Rocker arm endplay .001 "- .012" 

Valve to guide fit intake .0012"-.0020" .0035" 

Valve to guide fit exhaust .0017" -.0025" .0040 " 

Valve guide in head (tight) .0015"-.0030" <.0015" I 
CYLINDER HEAD Valve seat in head (tight) .0050" -.0070" <.0050" 

Seat width intake .031" .041" 

Seat w idth exhaust .047" .057" I 
Valve stem protrusion 2.045 "-2.060" 2.080" I 

Fit in cylinder .002" -.0026 " .0055 " 

PISTONS Compression ring gap .017 "-.026 " .030" 

Oil r ing gap .010 "-.040 " .050" 

Side play .006"-.036 .040 " 
CONNECTING Wristpin in rod .0005"-.001" .002" 
RODS 

Crankpin running clearance .001 "-.0012 " .002 " 

Run out at bearing .0005" -.001 " .006" 

FLYWHEELS Timken endplay .001 "-.005 " .005 " 

Pinion bea ri ng f it .0004 "-.001 " .002" 

Breather gear endplay .005"-.015" .016" I 
Breather gear clearance .0015"-.003" .004" I 
Camshaft in bushing .0007"-.002" .003" 

CAM CHEST Camshaft endplay .005"-.015" .016" ~ 

Pinion shaft in bushing .001 " -.0025" .0035" I 

Bushing fit in gear cover (tight) .0007" -.0023" <.0006" 

Oil pump shaft .0005"-.0025 " .0035" I 

LIFTERS Lifter fit in guide .0006 "-.0017 " .0022 " 

4-1/8" Bore V-Series Case Tightening Sequence 

8 

7 

Install t he bolts and alignment studs, and then tighten the 5/16" fasteners t o 18-20 ft-lbs. The cen 
bolt is a 1/4" and is tightened to 12-15 ft-lbs. 



Fig. 2-10 

Fig. 2-11 

Fig. 2-12 

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Charging System Notes 

1- If you are going to use a 45 amp alternator you must install a 5&5® spacer (PN 31-4033). If you 
do not use this spacer the rotor could bottom out against the case when the sprocket shaft 
nut is tightened. 

Pinion Shaft Bearing and Race Specifications 

BEARING PINION SHAFT BEARING DIAMETER 
RACE DIAMETER 1.2498-1.2500 1.2500-1.2502 

1.7511 Red Blue 
to 5&5 31-4017 5&5 31-4018 

1.7513 H0®#24641-87 A H 0#24643-87 A 

1.7509 Blue White 
to 5&5 31 -4018 5&5 31-4005 

1.7511 H 0#24643-87 A H0#24626-87A 

1.7507 White Green 
to 5&5 31-4005 5&5 31-4016 

1.7509 H0#24626-87 A H 0#24628-87 A 

BEARING RACE DIAMETER 
MINUS PINION SHAFT BEARING CODE COLOR ROLLER DIAMETER 
BEARING DIAMETER 

.5005 to .5009 Green 
5&5 31-4016 

.2502" 
H 0#2468-87 A 

.5007 to .5011 White 
5&5 31-4005 

.2503" 
HO #24626-87A 

.5009 to .5013 Blue 
5&5 31-4018 

.2504" 
H0#24643-87 A 

.5011 to .5015 Red 
5&5 31-4017 

.2505" 
H0#24641-87 A 
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

BASIC STARTING 
INFORMATION 

FIRST START-UP 

1ST START-UP 

1- Start by removing the check ball plug and tappet screen and spring from the crankcase and th 
spark plugs from the heads. 

2- Connect a battery charger and then ground the plug wires to the cylinder head with eithe 
jumper wires or test plugs. 

3- Turn the ignition on and crank the engine over (no more than 10 seconds at a time) until yo 
purge the air from the oil system. 

4- If oil fails to appear at this time, verify that the oil lines are routed correctly and the tank has o,· 

5- Once you see oil circulating in the tappet port, reinstall the tappet screen and check be 
and spring . When you crank the engine without the plugs in the oil pump, some oil m< 
spew out. This is normal. 

6- Start the motorcycle and verify that it has proper oil pressure. 

7- Allow the engine to run for approximately one minute at an engine speed between 1250 ar 
1750 RPM . Do not snap the throttle open or place any real load on the engine as the he< 
gaskets are easily damaged during this time. 

8- Use this time to verify that oil is circulating back to the oil tank and the oil pressure is correc 

9- Shut off the engine and look for any obvious leaks and let the engine cool down until it is co 
to the touch. 

10- Start the engine again and allow it to reach about 150-degrees in the cylinder area-do nc 
run the engine for more than four minutes at this point-then shut it off and let it cool to roo 
temperature. 

11- Look for leaks or any other obvious problems while the engine is cooling down to roo 
temperature again. 

12- Repeat the start-up procedure about four more times, going up 10-degrees in the cylind 
temperature and allowing the engine RPM to get up to 2500 RPM . 

13- Follow the break-in procedures listed in the chart found in this section . 

1-
NOTE: If you are starting a 
new engine with an IST 
ignition, please follow steps 2_ 
1-5 from the f irst start-up 
information above. 

Follow this procedure for the first time you start your motorcycle with the S&S 1ST igniti< 
installed-you will not need to do this again. The 1ST will learn your motorcycle and tune its1 
to it as you ride once this step is completed. 

Connect a battery charger and then ground the plug wires to the cylinder head with eitr 
jumper w ires or test plugs. 

2-8 

3- Turn the ignition on and crank the engine over for five seconds. 

4- Leave the ignition switch on for at least five seconds longer so the 1ST can identify the type 
motorcycle it is connected to. 

5- Switch the ignition off, install the plugs and connect the plug wires. This ignition st< 
procedure will generate a fault code indicating a coil failure . 

6- Clear the code by switching the ignition on and off 50 times. 

7- Start the motorcycle up and allow it to idle while you verify oil pressure and that there are no leal 

8- The initial start-up map in the ignition is probably not the optimum design, but within 3 tc 
hours of operation the 1ST will have created the best map for your engine. 

9- Ride the motorcycle as you would normally, being sure to include hills, highway speeds (for 
least 20 minutes at a time) and around town. Be sure to use the throttle in as many settings 
possible-without going past the suggested break-in procedures! 

10- Once the engine is completely broken in, the 1ST will have kept pace with it and will be tunc 
to optimize the engine's performance. 

11- Do not run the engine on a dyno until the 1ST has had time to tune itself to your engine age: 
paying attention to the break-in procedure. 



GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

VFI START-UP 

1- Turn the ignition and kill switch on. Listen for the fuel pump as it pressurizes. 

:P: The VFI module must 2- Do not twist the throttle open to prime the system. 

! loaded with a correct 3-
,erating code (.H86) and a 

Press the starter button and let engine crank over--do not twist the throttle. If the engine is 
extremely hard to start-hot or cold-contact the 5&5 Tech Line or visit www.sscycle.com for 
the location of the closest VFI Tuning Center. ap that will work for your 

!ar of motorcycle. 

:ARBURETED START-UP 

OIL PUMP PRIMING 

4- Allow the motorcycle to run while you verify oil pressure and proper circulation. 

5- Follow all proper break-in procedures. 

1- The 5&5 G carburetor has a mixture enrichment/fast idle lever used to aide in cold starts and 
help during the warm-up period. Do not ride the motorcycle with the lever engaged. 

2- Turn the fuel supply valve on and twist the throttle twice to prime the carburetor-extremely 
cold days may require additional priming. 

3- Pull the fast idle lever up, turn on the ignition and press the start button. 

4- If the engine does not start after five seconds of cranking, shut the ignition off for 15 seconds 
to let the starter cool. 

5- Open the throttle slightly and press the starter button again. 

6- Once the engine is running, use the fast idle lever to maintain the proper engine speed 
required during warm-up. 

7- When the engine has fully warmed up, be sure to disengage the fast idle lever. Also, when you 
are starting a hot engine, the fast idle lever is not required. 

Engine Out of Bike or Oil Tank Above Oil Pump 

1- Start by removing the check ball and spring. 

2- Attach a 12-inch length of clear tubing to the oil pump supply fitting and position it so it 
stands vertically-if the engine is already in a motorcycle, just use the installed oil line for 
this procedure. 

3- Fill the tubing with the oil you will use in the motorcycle when it is on the street. 

4- Rotate the pump driveshaft gear towards the right side of the engine, refilling the tubing until 
no air bubbles come out of the check ball cavity. 

5- Put the check ball and spring back in place and put a protective cap or seal over the supply fitting . 

Oil Tank Below Oil Pump 

1- Verify that your oil lines are connected in the right positions. 

2- Remove the oil pump check ball and spring. 

3- Pour engine oil into the check ball port until it fills up. Allow it to drain down and note the 
time that elapses. Refill the port and continue to watch it drain down until it reaches the 
slowest possible time. 

4- Fill the port one last time and put the check ball and spring back in place. 
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ROCKER BOXES AND ARMS 

ROCKER BOX REMOVAL 

Fig. 3-1: TIP: Removal and 
installation of S&S® rocker 
boxes in the frame is made 
much easier by using the 
S&S Rocker Cover Wrench 
(PN 53-0040). 

Fig. 3-2 & 3-3 

3-2 

1- If it is possible, clean the engine to avoid allowing any debris to fall in during disassembly. 

2- The top rocker cover comes off by removing six 1/4 x 20 bolts. Follow the sequence showr 
the diagram below to prevent warping the cover. 

1 

@ 

3- Now remove the pushrod tube retainers and collapse the assemblies to reveal the pushrod 

4- The next step depends on whether or not your engine is still in a motorcycle. If it is still in · 
chassis, put the bike on a lift that allows you to raise the rear wheel off the ground. N 
remove the spark plugs, put the transmission in top gear and rotate the rear wheel until · 
front pushrods are at TDC on the compression stroke. You should be able to rotate 
pushrods with slight finger pressure now that the valve spring pressure has been removec 
your engine is on a bench, use a breaker bar and output shaft wrench to rotate the motor 

5- Once the push rods have movement, remove the two 1/4 x 20 hex bolts from the center of · 
rocker arm support. 

6- Remove the four rocker arm support bolts in the sequence shown below. 

7- Gently slide the rocker arm shafts and rocker arms out of the support plate. Take your time ; 
keep the parts in order for assembly in their original positions. 

8- Remove the lower rocker base by taking out six 5/16-18 bolts. 



ROCKER ARM BUSHING 

Fig. 3-4 

Fig. 3-5 

ROCKER BOXES AND ARMS 

Start each rocker arm service by doing a visual inspection and then measuring the bushings to 
determine their wear. Specification is .0007"- .0018" clearance between the rocker arm shaft and 
bushing. Their wear limit is .0035" . 

1- It is important to note that rocker arm bushings must be finish machined to complete their 
installation. There are a number of tools on the market for this operation and depending on 
which one you select will determine the order of the next few steps. The photo illustrates 
everything you need to rebuild a roller rocker arm. 
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ROCKER BOXES AND ARMS 

Fig. 3-6 

Fig. 3-7 
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2- Remove the old bushing by fitting it with a 9/16-18 tap and using an arbor press or using a 
bushing removal tool. 

3- Orient the new bushing with its chamfered edge towards the inside of the arm and lubricate 
it with assembly lube. Use a socket and an arbor press or a vise with soft jaws to recess the 
bushing .005 - .015 into the arm. 

4- Now finish size the bushing (with H-D® 94804-57 or a ream) to .5546"- .5559" . 

5- Repeat this operation for the other arm bushing and move onto the three other arms. When 
you have all of the machining done, be sure to thoroughly wash the rocker arms. 
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ROCKER ARM ROLLERS 

Fig. 3-8 

Fig. 3-9 

1- Start by carefully grinding the end of the roller pin flush with the retaining clip-be sure not 
to nick the rocker arm. 

2- The pin is a press fit, so use an appropriate sized driver to carefully push it out. 

3- Apply assembly lube to the new roller and position it in the arm fork. 

4- Now press the new pin into place with either an arbor press or a bench vise. 

5- Installing the clip is a two-part operation . First, position the rounded edge of the clip 
against the pin. Next, with a small socket aligned to the clip, use vise jaws to press it securely 
and squarely into place. 
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ROCKER BOXES AND ARMS 

ROCKER BOX 
INSTALLATION 

NOTE: S&S® 4-7 /8" bore V-Series gaskets must be used on S&S 4-7 /8" bore V-Series rocker boxes. Do 
not substitute any other style or type of gasket. 

S&S rocker cover base gaskets 1-
for T-Series and 4-1 /8" bore V
Series can be used with stock 2-
H-D® rocker boxes, but stock 

Prepare mounting surface by cleaning any residual gasket material off. It is essential to have a 
clean, nick and scratch free surface for a new gasket to mount on. 

Place a new 5&5 4-1/8" bore V-5eries gasket on the head and position the lower rocker box 
with two of its mounting screws. 

H-D gaskets cannot be used 3_ 
with S&S rocker boxes. 

Install the remaining four screws and tighten all six to 15-18 ft-lbs by following the torque 
sequence in the diagram below. 

Fig. 3-10: TIP: Removal and 
installation of S&S rocker 
boxes in the frame is made 
much easier by using the 
S&S Rocker Cover Wrench 
(PN 53-0040). 

Fig. 3-11 
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4- Use a feeler gauge to verify the clearance between the rocker box and valve spring is at least 
.025". If necessary loosen the six mounting bolts and adjust the position of the lower rocker 
box accordingly. 

5- Place a new 0-ring in the center of the lower rocker box. 

6- After inspecting the rocker arm shafts for burrs or excessive wear, liberally coat them with 
assembly lube. Align the rocker arms, support bracket and shafts and slide them together. 
Remember the cut-outs in the shafts must face the center of the rocker box and align to the 
cam-side bolts. 

7- Insert the four (1, 2, 3, 4) mounting bolts in the rocker arm support (two hex-head, two 
socket- head) and follow the diagram below to torque them to 15-18 ft-lbs. Next, put in the 
two 1/4-20 bolts (5, 6) and torque them to 100-120 in-lbs. Pay careful attention to ensure the 
pushrods align with the rocker arms as the tightening sequence is used. 



TIP: When you tighten small 8-

fasteners it is best to convert 
to inch-pounds. 12 in-lbs is 
equal to 1 ft-lb. 9-

Fig. 3-12: TIP: Torque 
wrenches can sometimes be 
inaccurate at the low end of 
their range. An inch-pounds 
torque wrench is a necessity 
because of this . 

Check the rocker arm endplay by sl iding it as far to one side as it will go. Measure the gap 
between the support plate and the opposite side of the arm. An acceptable endplay 
measurement is .001 " - .012". 

Install the new gaskets and 0 -ring, position the top rocker box cover and torque the six screws 
to 100-120 in-lbs of torque following the sequence below. 

1 

@ 

NOTES 
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CYLINDER HEADS 

HEAD REMOVAL 

Fig. 3-13 

1- Disconnect the electronic compression release wires and remove the rocker boxes. 

2- Lift the pushrods out and keep track of their placement for reassembly. 

3- Next disconnect the induction system and manifold or runners. 

4- Use an S&S® Compression Release Socket (PN 53-0045) to remove the compression release 
assembly from each head. 

5- Loosen the four head bolts 90-degrees at a time, working in a cross pattern to avoid distorting 
the head. 

TIP: A magnet will make 6-
removing the keepers much 
easier. 

If you need to remove the valves at this point, start by mounting the head on a secure work 
fixture. Compress the spring with a valve spring compression tool to gain access to the keepers 
and remove them. Be sure to keep the springs, collars and keepers together for use later. 
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7-

8-

9-

Now use a pair of pliers or channel locks to grasp the valve seal from up top. Carefully w iggle 
the seal while pulling upwards to remove it from the head. DO NOT use the gasket surface as 
a leverage point to pry the seal out. 

Before you slide the valve out, check the top of the stem for burrs or grooves that could 
damage the guide as it comes out. 

At this point, remove the bottom collars and the rest of the assembly. 

10- If you are doing general service on the heads you can leave the valve guides in place for 
now. Refer to the section on valve guide removal and service later in this chapter for more 
information. 



HEAD SERVICE 
1-

Always wear eye protection 2_ 
when you are working with 
solvents, impact tools or 
compressed air. 

::•· ' . . :·\'\~ 

': : ! " ... - =·~·~ 
Never back a ream out of 

3-

4-

5-

6-

the valve guide or the bore 
will be damaged. Work the 7_ 
ream all the way through 
the bore, disconnect it 8-
from its handle and remove 
the ream through the 9-
combustion chamber. 

10-

VALVE GUIDES 

CYLINDER HEADS 

Start by washing the head in warm soapy water to remove surface debris. Next, use a solvent 
to clean off the gasket surfaces and any stubborn dirt. 

Excess carbon build-up in the combustion chamber can usually be removed by carefully going 
over the area with a well worn wire brush in an air tool. Work slowly and methodically to take 
off an even amount with many passes rather than going after a spot until it is clear. 

If you find some build-up to be very stubborn, soak the head in Gunk Hydro-Seal or a 
similar product. 

Once the head is clean, give it a thorough final wash with warm, soapy water and then blow 
it dry with compressed air. 

Now that the head is clean, check the gasket surfaces for nicks or scratches. 

Position the head with the combustion chamber facing up and lay a machinist's straight
edge across it. Use a feeler gauge to check the entire circumference of the gasket surface 
for warpage. 

Verify all oil passages are clear and free of obstruction. 

Inspect the valve seat for nicks or excessive wear. You can use a Valve Seat Cutter set at 
45-degrees to clean up the seat but be sure not to cut away more than necessary. 

After cleaning up any debris created by refacing the valve seat, install the valve to verify stem 
protrusion-see valve section below for an outline of the procedure. 

If you find anything unusual or questionable, please contact the S&S Tech Department to make 
arrangements for our factory rebuilders to take a look at the heads. 

1- Start your inspection of the valve guides by verifying they are within the service limits S&S sets 
for them. The intake valve to guide fit should be between .0012"- .0020", and its wear limit is 
.0035" . New stems measure .3102"-.3111 ",also .005" oversize valves are available. 

Fig. 3-14: TIP: S&S has .005" 
oversize valves available. 
These can eliminate the need 
for valve guide replacement. 
Intake PN 90-2029, exhaust 
PN 90-2030. 

temperature exceed 400 
degrees when you are 
heating it up. Temperatures 
over 350 degrees can affect 
the strength of the casting. 

2- The exhaust valve to guide fit should fall between .0017"- .0025" and its service wear limit is 
.0040" . New stems measure .3092"- .3100". 

3- If you find replacement is necessary, start the operation by heating the head in a 350-degree 
oven for one hour. 

4- Press the guide out, towards the combustion chamber, using an appropriate sized driver to 
prevent any burrs or nicks. 
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CYLINDER HEADS 

VALVES 

Fig. 3-15: Intake valve 
stems measure .3102"- .3111". 
Exhaust valves measure 
.3092"- .3100". 

Fig. 3-16 
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5- Allow the head to cool to room temperature and then measure the guide bore. The standard 
press fit measurement for a new guide falls between .0015" and .0030" . Oversize valve guides 
are available, and can help with this. Use an appropriate guide to achieve proper fit. 

6- To install a new guide; start by heating the head to 350-degrees for one hour. Next, lubricate 
the bore with press lubricant and then position the guide. Use a valve guide installation tool 
to press the new piece into its proper depth as directed by the tool manufacturers instructions. 

7- Size the guide to .0005" to .0001" of the appropriate specification using a Valve Guide Ream. 
Adhere to the tool manufacturers instructions for best results. 

8- Blow the guide out with compressed air and pass a cleaning brush through it a few times. 

9- Finally, use a Valve Guide Hone and lubricant to set the desired finish size. Again, clean up the 
guide with compressed air and a few passes with a brush. 

1- Start by doing a visual inspection of the valve looking for nicks, burrs and discoloration. 

2- If you are going to service the valves and use them again, both (intake and exhaust) should be 
refaced . You can use a valve face grinder, or S&S uses Serdi #012867 for the exhaust and Serdi 
#012866 for intake. 

3- Mount the valve in a refacing tool set at 45°. Remove the absolute minimum amount of 
material to create a uniform finished surface. 

4- If a valve doesn't clean up evenly it is bent and should be replaced. 

5- After grinding is complete, be sure to thoroughly wash them in warm soapy water to remove 
any residue. 

6- Install the valve to check stem protrusion, it should be between 2.045"- 2.060". If your stem 
protrusion is excessive, substitute a new valve and check again. At this point if protrusion is 
correct, use the new valve. If protrusion is still excessive, contact the S&S Tech Department to 
make arrangements to have a new valve seat installed. 



VALVE INSTALLATION 

Fig. 3-17 

Fig. 3-18: NOTE: Be sure you 
do not drive the seal in too 
far. Doing so will damage it 
and render it ineffective. 

Always wear eye protection 
when you are working with 
solvents, impact tools or 
compressed air. 

TIP: The split in the keepers 
should be positioned towards 
the front and rear of the 
cylinder head. 

1- Start by lubricating valve stems with assembly lube and sliding them back into their 
proper guide . 

2- Now install the bottom collars. 

3- Be sure to place a protective sleeve over the stem tip before you slide the valve seal over it. 

4- Remove the protective sleeve and use an appropriate sized seal installer to position the seal 
on the end of the valve guide. Our view is an exploded view-during the actual installation 
process, make sure the tool is seated firmly and evenly on the seal before driving it in with 
a hammer. 

5-

6-

7-

Assemble the spring assembly with the top collar in place. 

Using a spring compressor, position the top collar below the groove in the stem and install 
the keepers. 

Tap the top collar solidly-but not excessively hard-with a rubber mallet to ensure the 
keepers have seated properly. 
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CYLINDER HEADS 

VALVE SEAT 

VALVE SPRING 

Fig. 3-19 

1- S&S® strongly recommends sending your heads back into S&S for valve seat replacement. 
Please call the S&S Tech Line at 608-627-TECH for more information. 

1- Use an appropriate valve spring pressure gauge to test each spring pack before installing them 
in your 5&5 heads. 

2- If you detect bind or extreme pressure differences, contact the S&S Tech Line for assistance. 

Fig. 3-20: NOTE: You can use VALVE SPRING PRESSURE 
shims with a thickness up to 
.030" to achieve the correct 
spring installed height. 
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Cam Lift 

.585 

.600 

.640 

Closed Lbs 

178 

178 

178 

Max. Lift Lbs 
Installed 

Spring Height 

407 1.800 in 

413 1.800 in 

432 1.800 in 



HEAD INSTALLATION 
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NOTE: If you are using a Kevlar-reinforced graphite head gasket install them dry on the cylinder. 
However, copper head gaskets require preparation with gasket sealer before installation. Refer to 
the instructions included with the gasket sealer you use for curing times. 

If you torque the heads in an 
improper sequence, you can 1-
cause a head gasket failure. 

2-

Improper first time engine 3-
start-up or ignoring break-
in procedures, can cause 
your head gaskets to fail. 4-

Fig. 3-21 

Install the locator dowels in the cylinder and place the head gasket in position with the printed 
side facing up. 

Before you put the head in position, run all of the mounting bolts down on their respective 
stud to make sure they are in good condition. 

Now put the head into position, but before you install the head bolts, apply a drop or two of 
engine oil to their threads. This lubrication will ensure you get a proper torque reading in the 
final tightening sequence. 

Bolt the heads in place using the sequence and torque values listed in the diagram below. To 
ensure you do not distort the heads, please take the time to follow the torque sequence exactly 
as specified. 

Top View Driveside 

CD 0 0 CD Stage 1: 8 ft-lbs 
Stage 2: 18 ft-1 bs 

0 0 0 0 
Stage 3: Turn 90° more 

Camside 

NOTES 
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CYLINDERS 

REMOVAL 1- Lift the cylinder off the case high enough that you can see the connecting rods easily. If you 
find the cylinder is stuck and will not lift off easily, affix a bracket similar t o the one shown in 
the photo below to hold the sprocket shaft and rods still. 

Fig. 3-22: NOTE: Be sure the 
piston is at the top of its 
stroke for this operation . 

Fig. 3-23: NOTE: If you 
cannot easily pull the 
cylinder loose follow step 2. 
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2- Use a soft rubber hammer to strike the cylinder directly on the support area of the fins. DO 
NOT hit the cylinder excessively hard, instead use a series of impacts to loosen the seal at the 
base gasket. 



Fig. 3-24 

3- Lift the cylinder, and as soon as it is up high enough, use clean shop rags to fill the 
crankcase opening under the cylinder. This will prevent dirt or small parts from falling 
inside the crankcases. 

4- Now lift the cylinder straight up and off of the mounting studs. As it gets near the top, be 
careful not to let the piston fall into the cylinder studs. 

5- Once the cylinders are out of the way, slide 1/2" ID rubber tubing over the studs to protect the 
pistons and threads. 
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CYLINDERS 

MOUNTING TORQUE 

PLATES 

Fig. 3-25 

Fig. 3-26 
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1- S&S® suggests that the boring and honing operations be done at a qualified machine shop that 
specializes in that type of work. If you do not have a machine shop locally that you can work 
with, S&S can do it for you in our facility. Contact the S&S Tech Department for more 
information. 

2- The S&S Torque Plates will simulate the stress conditions that a cylinder is under in a fully
assembled engine. Do not hone the cylinders without the plates. 

Torque plates must be used with new gaskets. 

Vise Tab 
Use for 

in a vise 
for hand 
honing. 

Bottom Plate 
Machined relief towards gasket. 

Top Plate 

Stabilizer Arm 
Used to keep assembly from turning when horizontal honing. 

3- Start the process by sliding a NEW base gasket and the bottom torque plate over the cylinder. 
Remember, the bottom plate has a slight relief machined in it that must be oriented towards 
the gasket surface. 

4- Now apply a few drops of engine oil to the threads and underside of the bolt heads included 
in the kit. 

5- There are countersunk holes in the top plate that the bolts must go into. Once they are in 
position, slide a NEW head gasket over them. Carefully feed the bolts int o the cylinder holes 
and make sure the gasket stays in place. 

6- Tighten the bolts finger tight while checking the positioning of both gaskets. Next, use a three 
part tightening sequence to get to the proper torque measurement. 

Top View Driveside 

C0 0 0 C0 Stage 1: 10 ft-lbs 
Stage 2: 20 ft-lbs 

0 0 0 0 
Stage 3: 40 ft-lbs 

Camside 



BORING AND HONING 

CYLINDERS 

ATTENTION: You must use torque plates on your cylinders during the honing process to ensure 
that the f inal dimensions are correct. S&S Torque Plates (PN 53-0051) are available through your 
local dea ler. 

The boring and honing process is critical to the performance of your engine. It should be done 
by a qual if ied machine shop that is experienced wit h t he procedures involved and equipped with 

Improper operation of this a vertica l or horizontal boring bar. Always make sure t hat S&S Torque Plates and NEW base and 
machinery and equipment head gaskets are used during the honing operation. DO NOT reuse the gaskets or switch them 
can cause injury to operator to another cylinder. 
and others nearby. Contact 

a professional mechanic if If you or the machine shop you contract are using a vertical boring bar, fixtures will need to be 
you are unsure of the made to mount the S&S Torque Plates. 
correct procedure. 

Fig. 3-27: NOTE: Cylinder size 
should not be measured any 
further than the ri ng travel 
limits in the cylinder. 

S&S wi ll bore and hone your cylinders to fit new pistons. Simply contact our Tech department at 
608-627-TECH to make the arrangements. 

1- Measuring the cylinders for the boring or honing operation must be done as follows. Install 
new gaskets and then mount S&S torque plat es to the cylinder, then turn it upside down so the 
compounded weight of the cylinder and torque plates isn't focused on the spigot. Take 
measurements from a few different places in the cylinder to ensure the most accurate readings. 
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CYLINDERS 

BORING 

Fig. 3-28 
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1- S&S® suggests that the boring operation be done at a qualified machine shop that specializes 
in that type of work. If you do not have a machine shop locally that you can work with, S&S 
can do it for you in our facility. Contact the S&S Tech Department for more information. 

2- Since the pistons used in the 4-1/8" motors are coated and the skirts are tapered, it is impossible 
to measure them, therefore you will need to clean up the top of the original piston and look 
for the etched size and letter code assigned to it at the S&S factory. Typically an original 
equipment piston will have STD and a letter (A, B, C, D) marked on its face. If the pistons have 
been replaced, the STD mark will be replaced with an actual size measurement. 

3- Measure the cylinder and use the chart below to determine the bore and piston size that you 
need to go to. If you need to remove any more than .010" of material it is always best to use 
a boring bar. 

4- Mount the cylinder on a boring bar fit with a carbide cutter and bore the wall within .005" of 
your final sizing goal. 

PISTON OVERSIZE BORE SIZE MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
RANGES DIAMETER DIAMETER 

w/92-1551 (+.010") A 4.13360 4.13410 

B 4.13380 4.13430 

c 4.13410 4.13460 

D 4.13430 4.13480 

w/92-1552 (+.020") A 4.14360 4.14410 

B 4.14380 4.14430 

c 4.14410 4.14460 

D 4.14430 4.14480 

w/92-1553 (+.030") A 4.15360 4.15410 

B 4.15380 4.15430 

c 4.15410 4.15460 

D 4.15430 4.15480 



HONING 
1-

2-

3-

TIP: The cylinder spigot 4-
should be facing up when you 
measure the bore. 5-

Fig. 3-29: NOTE: Be sure to 
allow the cylinder to cool to 
room temperature before you 
make the final measurement. 

6-

7-

CYLINDERS 

S&S suggests that the boring and honing operations be done at a qualified machine shop 
that specializes in that type of work. If you do not have a machine shop locally that you 
can work with, S&S can do it for you in our facility. Contact the S&S Tech Department for 
more information. 

Each set of S&S Torque Plates includes a stabilizer arm and vise tab. These will allow you to 
hone either on a horizontal hone or in a bench vise. S&S recommends that you use a Sunnen 
AN Series hone or similar tool and follow the manufacturers instructions. 

Follow the tool manufacturers instructions, while aiming towards a 45-degree crosshatch 
pattern in the end. If you create too steep of an angle it can direct oil flow down the cylinder 
too quickly which will result in minimal cylinder lubrication. Should your pattern be too flat, 
oil can build up on the cylinder walls and cause the rings to hydroplane which will increase 
engine oil consumption. 

After your first few passes with a 220-grit honing stone, stop and measure the cylinder bore. 
Use the 220-grit stone to get within .001" of your final size and then switch to a 280-grit stone. 

Once you have achieved the desired dimensions, the most important step is next; cleaning 
the cylinder. Wash it with warm, soapy water and then blow it dry with compressed air-but 
be aware it is still not clean. Both grinding stone and metal particles can be found in the 
crosshatch pattern cut into the cylinder walls. 

Finalizing the cleaning process can be done three ways. One is to lubricate a clean white rag 
with engine oil and wipe the walls until the rag no longer traps any dirt on the material. 
Another option is to use Carb Cleaner or Brake Clean to wipe out the cylinder walls. If you 
choose the second method, be sure to lubricate the cylinder walls with oil immediately after 
the cleaning process is finished. And, of course, you can clean it with warm soapy water. 

The following photos illustrate the various types of machinery that can be used in the honing 
process. Keep in mind the best results will come from a vertical hone versus a horizontal 
method. The reason behind that is simply that the weight of the honing apparatus is subject 
to gravity pulling it to the lowest part of the horizontally mounted cylinder. Proper results can 
be achieved during a horizontal honing process, but great care should be taken to avoid a 
slightly out of round hone from the effects of gravity. 
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CYLINDERS 

Fig. 3-30 

Fig. 3-31 
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CYLINDERS 

INSTALLATION 

1-

NOTE: Blow compressed air 
through the oil passages of 2-
the cylinder during the final 
cleaning. 

Start by cleaning the cylinder to ensure all dirt and debris are off the wall and gasket surfaces. 
Washing with warm soapy water, rinsing and then blow drying with compressed air is the first 
step. Next, use a clean rag and some oil to wipe the cylinder wall until no more dirt shows up 
on the rag . 

Install a new, dry base gasket and make sure that the oil holes align with the passageways in 
the crankcase. Next, wipe the cylinder alignment dowels off with a clean rag and some 
lubricant before they are installed. 

Fig. 3-32 & 3-33 
TIP: Always install gaskets 
wi th the part number or 
printed side facing up. 

3- Apply a light coat of oil to the piston skirt and ring area and then slide a ring compressor in 
place. Remove the rubber tubing covering the cylinder studs. 

4- Carefully slide the cylinder over the studs and into position above the ring compressor. Slowly 
slide the cylinder over the ring compressor and allow the piston to move upwards in the bore. 
Removal of the ring compressor is based on the brand you are using-please refer to the 
instructions included with the tool. Install a new head gasket and move onto the head. 

NOTES 
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PISTONS 

REMOVAL 

Fig. 3-34 

Fig. 3-35 

A DANGER 
Wristpin clips are held in by 
spring pressure and they 
can fly off the installation 
tool causing eye damage. Be 
sure to wear safety glasses 
when working with them. 
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NOTE: S&S® 4-7 /8" front and rear pistons are not interchangeable. The rear piston has a notch cut 
out of its skirt to allow the front piston to clear it during engine rotation. 

1- First, cover the cylinder studs with rubber tubing to protect the threads as well as the piston. 
Then make sure the crankcase opening is filled with clean shop rags to prevent any debris or 
parts from falling inside. 

2- Remove the wristpin clip with a tool specifically designed for the task. Do not try to pry the clip 
out with a small screwdriver or pick as it could spring loose and strike you in the eye. 



Fig. 3-36 

RING REPLACEMENT 

Fig. 3-37: TIP: Be sure to 
deburr the rings if you have 
to grind them to size. 

3- The rings and support rail must come off before you remove the wristpin . On 4-1/8" bore 
V-Series engines, the oil rings ride over the wristpin. Use an appropriate sized wristpin 
puller for this operation . 

4- Be careful not to apply pressure or lean on the cylinder studs as you slide the piston pin out 
and lift the piston off of the connecting rod. 

1- Start by inspecting the piston (new or reused) around all of the machined surfaces and 
passageways looking for burrs or chips. If you find any material that must be removed, be sure 
that you clean it from the piston. 

2- Next, wash the pistons in warm soapy water and rinse them thoroughly. Pay extra attention to 
the oil passageways and then pass a clean white cloth through the wristpin bores. Finalize the 
cleaning by drying the pistons with compressed air. 

3- There are two ways to position the rings in the cylinder for measuring their end gap. The first 
way is to turn a piston upside down, slide a wristpin into each side of it and slide it down the 
cylinder until the wristpins bottom out on the gasket surface. Instead of that you can slide the 
rings in approximately 1/2" and then use a caliper to measure all the way around to ensure the 
depth consistency. 

4- When you measure the piston ring end gaps, be sure to use the cylinder designated for that 
specific piston. The compression rings should have a gap that falls in between .017" - .025" . 
Your oil ring rail end gaps should fall into a range of .010" - .040" . If you need to remove 
material to achieve proper gap, use a grinder designed specifically for piston ring sizing. 
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PISTONS 

5-

6-

Do not size the oil rails. If they are not the correct fit please contact the S&S® Tech Line. 

Lubricate the wristpin, bushing and bore in the piston skirt with assembly lube. Install one 
wristpin clip while the piston is still free of the connecting rod. Position the piston on the rod, 
slide the wristpin in place and use an installation tool to lock the clip in place. The piston, 
wristpin and clips must be installed before moving on to the oil rings. 

TIP: S&S recommends using 7-
new clips each time a piston 

To start the oil ring installation process, locate the oil ring support rail. It has a smaller outside 
diameter than the scraper rails and a locating dimple in it. Use an expansion tool to slide it into 
the third piston groove and locate the dimple in the relief just above the wristpin clip . is installed. 

Fig. 3-38: This diagram 
illustrates the proper piston 
ring orientation for an 4-l/8" 
bore V-Series engine. 
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8-

9-

10-

11 -

DO NOT attempt to size the separator ring-it must be installed as delivered. Carefully slide 
the separator ring on by hand making sure you do not scrape or scratch the piston surface. 
Install the lower scraper ring using an expansion tool. 

Install the upper scraper ring with an expansion tool. 

After sizing the cast iron ring, make sure the dot or dimple is facing up. Then you can install it 
with a high-quality piston ring expansion tool in the second piston groove. 

Identify the moly-faced ring and turn it so the chamfered edge is facing upwards. Use a high
quality piston ring expansion tool to position the ring in the top groove of the piston . Using a 
ring expansion tool will help prevent any galling or scratching of the piston surface during the 
ring installation process. 
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INSTALLATION 

Fig. 3-39 & 3-40: TIP: The 
majority of ring compressors 
are designed for automotive 
applications. If you are using 
this type remember to reverse 
the arrow orientation. 

Fig. 3-41 

1- Apply a light coat of oil to the piston skirts and the ring set prior to installation in the cylinders. 
Use an appropriate sized ring compressor to position the rings for installation after applying 
lube to them. 

2- Carefully slide the cylinder down over the ring compressor following the tool manufacturers 
instructions on this operation. 

NOTES 
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CRANKCASES 

DISASSEMBLY 

S&S® CYCLE OFFERS CASE 
REBUILDING. CONTACT 
YOUR NEAREST DEALER 
OR THE S&S TECH LINE AT 
WWW.SSCYCLE.COM OR 
608-627-TECH. 

Fig. 3-42: NOTE: The alignment 
studs are press-fit. You will 
probably need a brass drift pin 
to remove them. 

Fig. 3-43: NOTE: Certain 
tools allow the crankcase 
and flywheels to separate 
without the use of a press. 
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1- Start disassembly by securing the engine in a stand that is attached to a workbench or 
shop cart . 

2- Remove complete top end including rockers, heads, cylinders and pistons to access rods and 
cases. Pushrods, tappets and tappet blocks should come out at this time. 

3- Next, remove the cam cover, cam, oil pump and breather gear assemblies. 

4- Loosen and remove the crankcase bolts and studs. Take a moment to check their thread 
condition and clean up any surface oxidization you see. Note, the alignment studs are a press 
fit on their installation, so you will need to use a brass drift pin to remove them. 

5- When all of the bolts are removed, attach a case pulling tool to the sprocket shaft side of 
the engine following the manufacturers instructions. 



Fig. 3-44: NOTE: Certain 
tools allow the crankcase 
and flywheels to separate 
without the use of a 
hydraulic press. 

WARNING 
With cylinder removed, be 
careful not to bend the 
unprotected cylinder studs. 
Never lift or move the 
crankcase by grabbing the 
cylinder studs. 

SERVICE 

Fig. 3-45 

CRANKCASES 

6- The cases are held together by the sealant used when they were assembled, so a significant 
amount of resistance is normal as you separate the cases. Be sure you do not lift the case half 
off by holding onto the cylinder studs. 

7- With the case out of the way, remove the circlip and pinion bearing from the pinion shaft. 

8- Now flip the case over and support its edges in an arbor press. Apply slow, constant pressure 
and push the flywheel assembly out-but be sure not to let it fall to the bench. 

Piston Oilers 

1- Inspect the oiler nozzle for debris or build up when the cases are apart. Be sure to replace the 
0-ring in the case each time you remove a piston oiler. 
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CRANKCASES 

Fig. 3-46 

Fig . 3-47 & 3-48 
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Breather Bore 

1- Inspect the breather bore for gouges or deep scrapes and verify that its clearance is within 
.0015 " - .003". If the bore looks damaged you will need to bore it to the next size larger with 
a breather bore reamer. 

2- S&S® has an oversize breather (PN 33-4260) and oversize breather with shims (PN 33-4242) 
available for use at this point. 

3- When installing the breather back in the bore, be sure both have been lubricated with 
assembly lube. 

Pinion Bearing and Race 

1- Start the removal process by heating the case up to 275- 300-degrees in an oven. 

2- Use care not to touch the hot case with exposed skin while setting up a Pinion Bearing outer 
Race Tool to press out the worn race. 

3- Allow the case to cool to room temperature and measure the pinion bearing race bore. Next, 
measure the outside diameter of the new race. The race should be between .003"- .005" larger 
(to provide an interference fit) than the case. 

4- Heat the case to 275- 300-degrees again . Lube the new race with Sunnen B-200 lubricant (or 
equivalent) and press the race in using a pinion bearing outer race tool. 

5- A new pinion bearing race must be line honed to ensure proper alignment when the cases are 
assembled . The line honing procedure should be done slowly with great care taken to ensure 
it is consistent between the cases. Follow the instructions provided in the Line Hone Tool you 
chose to use for this procedure. 



Fig. 3-49 

Fig. 3-50 

Fig. 3-51 

CRANKCASES 

6- After the bearing is line honed, refer to chart below to select the proper bearing size. 

BT BEARING PINION SHAFT BEARING DIAMETER 

RACE DIAMETER 1.2498-1.2500 1.2500-1.2502 

1.7511 Red Blue 
to S&S® 31-4017 S&S 31-4018 

1.7513 HD®#24641-87 A HD #24643-87A 

1.7509 Blue White 
to S&S 31-4018 S&S 31-4005 

1.7511 HD #24643-87 A HD #24626-87 A 

1.7507 White Green 
to S&S 31-4005 S&S 31-4016 

1.7509 HD #24626-87 A HD #24628-87A 

7- Lubricate both the pinion shaft and new bearing with assembly lube and slide the bearing in 
place. Install a new snap ring with the rounded edge facing up using quality snap ring pliers. 
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CRANKCASES 

Timken® Bearings and Races 

1-

2-

NOTE: In order to line hone, 3-
the snap ring must come 
out. Be sure to make a note 
of its original position 4-
because it must be returned 
to exactly the same place. 

Fig. 3-52: TIP: If any chips or 
debris get caught between 
the crankcase and the 
Timken race during 
installation, it will cause 
flywheel misalignment. 

NOTE: Do not apply any 
lubrication to the bearings 
until you have checked their 
endplay. The lubrication is 
applied during final assembly. 

5-

There are two races that need to come out of the case using a main bearing race removal and 
installation tool. Follow the guidelines given by your tool manufacturer for this procedure. 

It should be noted that the inner bearing rides on the sprocket shaft of the flywheel assembly. 
It will be replaced during the flywheel service. The outer bearing will come off while you are 
pressing the flywheel assembly out of the case. 

DO NOT remove or reposition the lock ring that separates the races on the Timken bearings. It 
is set at the factory to provide oil flow through the bearing passages. Movement of the lock 
ring can inhibit oil flow to the bearings. 

Use the same tool to press the new bearing races in, keeping in mind not to remove or 
reposition the lock ring in the case. 

Once the races are in place, use the S&S® sprocket shaft bearing installation tool (PN 53-0060) 
to press the bearing onto the pinion sprocket shaft at the flywheel. 

6- Lubricate the outside of the installed bearing and place the case over the sprocket shaft. 
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7- Now you can install the Timken bearing spacer and position the remaining bearing on 

the shaft . 



Fig. 3-53: TIP: You should 
verify the flywheel endplay 
and select the proper Timken 
spacer before lubricating any 
of the bearings for final 
assembly. 

Fig. 3-54 

CRANKCASES 

8- Use the sprocket shaft bearing installation tool (PN 53-0060) to press the bearing, shaft and 
case together. When the bottom end is back together, verify that the flywheel endplay 
specification is within .001 " - .005". 

Flywheel Service 

1- The flywheel assembly in a 4-1/8 inch bore motor is pressed together at the factory and 
should always come back to S&S for any type of service. 

2- Verify that the flywheels have .006 "-.012" clearance between the scraper and flywheels. 

Cylinder Studs 

1- S&S® cylinder studs can be removed and replaced. You will need to heat the cases up 
enough to soften the threadlock on the studs first . 

2- Do not lift the engine cases by the cylinder studs or put any pressure on them. 
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CRANKCASES 

REASSEMBLY 

Fig. 3-55: NOTE: The photos 
in this manual illustrate 
older style S&S® cases that 
were manufactured with an 
interlock lip. Our new cases 
do not use this lip anymore. 

Fig. 3-56: NOTE: Be careful 
not to allow any crankcase 
sealant to get into the oil 
return crossover passages. 
Any obstruction in these 
areas will reduce oil return 
from the top end. 
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1- Start the reassembly process by thoroughly cleaning the case mating surfaces with solvent and 
a shop-quality scrubbing pad to remove any residual gasket material from t he sealing surfaces. 
Next, wash the cases in warm soapy water, rinse and blow dry. Wipe them one last time w ith 
a clean, dry cloth . 

2- S&S® uses and recommends Threebond® 1104 to seal your crankcases. Apply a consistent thin 
coat to both cases, taking care not to get any material in the breather cavity or anyplace else 
that sealant could get inside the engine. 

3- Allow sealant to cure per the manufacturers instructions and then connect the cases together. 



Fig. 3-57 

Fig. 3-58: NOTE: The circled 
numbers are alignment stud 
locations. Be sure to 
lubr icate these fasteners 
before installing them. 

Fig. 3-59 

CRANKCASES 

4- Install the alignment studs in the cases first, the fit is tight, so apply some assembly lube and 
tap them through with a rubber/plastic mallet. 

5- Install the rest ofthe bolts and tighten the 5/16 " fasteners to 18 ft-lbs. The center bolt is a 1/4" 
and is tightened to 120 in-lbs. Use the sequence shown in the diagram below. 

8 

7 

6- Install the sprocket shaft spacer and seal in the left side of the case. Note: 5&5® installs the 
spring side of the seal facing out in a wet primary. For dry primary applications, install the seal 
with the spring facing in. 

7- Once you are sure the crankcase sealant has dried, pour four ounces of engine oil on the lower 
portion of the connecting rods. Carefully rotate the flywheel assembly around to spread the oil 
out over the rod bearings. As you do this the wheels should rotate freely with no binding or drag. 
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CRANKCASES 

CHECK BEARING ENDPLAY 

CASE VENTILATION 

Fig. 3-60: Late 4-1/8" bore 
V-Series Cylinder Head 
Breathing 

TIP: The one-way valve 
needs to be positioned with 
the white side towards the 
head. 

Fig. 3-61: Early 4-1/8" bore 
V-Series Case Breathing 
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1- Position a dial indicator on the cam side of the motor in such a way that it can detect in and 
out horizontal pinion shaft movement. 

2- Put a main bearing installation tool on the sprocket shaft to preload the bearing. 

3- To check the bearing endplay, start by rotating the shaft and pushing in on it. Note the dial 
indicator reading . Next, rotate the shaft and pull on it, again noting the dial indicator reading. 
The total distance of movement in and out combined is the end play-it should fall in between 
.001" and .005" . 

4- If your endplay is not within this range, the main bearing spacer will need to be replaced. 
Remember a thinner spacer will produce less endplay. 

Head Breathing 

1- The 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine is designed to breathe through the heads. To do this it uses 
two breather lines, one is a 3/16" vacuum line which runs from the front head to the intake 
manifold, and the other is a 3/8" breather that runs from the rear head to carburetor backplate. 
The 3/8" breather line has a one-way valve installed into it. This one-way valve ensures proper 
engine breathing . 

White end of valve must. Jlt1i ......... .... 
face towards engine~~ 

To rear he~vTo spigot on front manifold 

L a, --- ~ To spigot on front head 

~Two cylinder head spacers 

To spigot on 
throttle body 

I 

000 000 

Case Breathing 

\Three thickness of spacing 
washers- use as required • 

1- The 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine breathing can be augmented by adding the ability to case 
breathe. This is done by installing a 45° elbow (PN 31-2022, not supplied) or a comparable fitting 
to either of two case vent openings located on the rear of the crankcase, inboard of the oil pump. 
A short piece of breather hose is then attached to the fitting and connected to the carburetor 
backplate. A one-way valve, of the type used in head breathing must be installed into this case 
breathing line also. The one-way valve is installed with the white side towards the case. 

To spigot on __ _ .. ~-----~~_._--To spigot on 
· ---~ 4 f front head front manifold ,_.. 

__,...e ~1 • 
Two cylinder Spigot cap 

head spacers O O O O O O 

' 

\Three thickness of 
spacing washers -
use as required 

White end of valve/ 
must face towards engine 

To fitting on 
lower rear 
of case 



TYPICAL OILING 
DIAGRAM 

NOTE: This diagram shows a 
typical oil circuit. Notice 
that the oil tank vent and 
re turn tubes are positioned 
to be higher than the oil 
level in the tank. 

NOTES 

CRANKCASES 
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CAM CHEST, PUSHRODS AND TAPPETS 

PUSHROD REMOVAL 

Fig. 3-62 

Fig. 3-63 
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1- There are two types of pushrods used in S&S® 4-1/8" bore V-Series engines, standard and 
Quickee-style. The majority of 4-1/8" bore V-Series engines have the standard style which 
necessitate removal of the rocker boxes to take out the push rods. 

2- Start by removing the spark plugs from the engine. 

3- Use a screwdriver to pop out the push rod clips and collapse the assembly. 

4- A simple way to hold the push rod tube out of your way is to bend a paperclip into a hook and 
support it with a rubberband . 

5- You will need to turn the engine over until one cylinder (the order does not matter) is at Top 
Dead Center (TDC) in its compression stroke. You can confirm this by rotating the pushrod 
between your fingers to verify that the load has been taken off of the valve train . At this point, 
take all of the adjustment out of the push rods. 

6- Remove the top rocker box cover and arm support assembly as described in the Rocker Box 

section of this manual. 

7- Remove the push rods by lifting them out and noting their original position for reassembly. The 
pushrod tubes and seals come out now also. 

8- Rotate the engine so you can do the same thing to the other cylinder. 
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SERVICE 

Fig. 3-64 

Always make sure you put 
the pushrods back in this 
order: 

Longest-front exhaust 
2nd longest-rear exhaust 
3rd longest-front intake 
Shortest-rear intake 

INSTALLATION 

Fig. 3-65: TIP: In case your 
engine does not have HL2 T 
travel limiters, the usual 
adjustment is four complete 
turns and then allow it to 
bleed down . 

' ~ ? ~ ~~) ~f:i) . ' 
. ' 

Remember not to turn the 
engine over until the 
lifters have had time to 
bleed down. 

1- When all four push rods are out, inspect them for obvious wear on the ends. Look to see if they 
appear bent or out of shape. 

2- To ensure they are passing oil properly, blow compressed air through the tube. Do not look 
into the pushrod tube while blowing air or solvent through it. 

3- Inspect the pushrod tube 0-ring seals-although S&S® recommends replacing them whenever 
you have the assembly apart-for rips or compressed edges. 

4- Clean the pushrods and the tubes out with a light solvent and then warm soapy water and 
compressed air to dry. Lubricate all of the components with 20-50 engine oil. 

1- Prepare the pushrod tubes and their new 0-rings on your workbench. 

2- Put the pushrod tubes, new 0-rings and pushrods back in the position they came from during 
tear down. 

3- Assemble the rocker box assembly as described in the Rocker Box section. 

4- With the cylinder (the order does not matter) at TDC on the compression stroke, adjust the 
pushrod until it makes contact with the tappet. Then, put an additional four complete turns 
on the threads so that the tappet piston is bottomed against the HL2 T spacer and the valve 
starts to open. 

5- Repeat this process for the other pushrod and then allow both to bleed down for at least 
10 minutes. 

6- Loosen the pushrod adjustment until it can turn by hand-but some drag should still be felt. 
Then loosen the adjustment one full turn or six-flats-and tighten the lock nut. 

7- Repeat steps above for the other cylinder. 
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CAM CHEST, PUSHRODS AND TAPPETS 

CAM COVER AND 
CAM REMOVAL 

Fig. 3-66 

Do not remove the cam 
cover or hardware if the 
pushrods have not been 
collapsed or removed first. 

Fig. 3-67 
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Cam Cover 

1- Loosen all of the Allen-head screws around the perimeter of the case . Put a small container 
under the cover to case seal before you go any further as oil will drip out when the two 
are separated. 

2- A puller makes removing the cam cover easiest. Follow the instructions included with the type 

you select. 
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Fig. 3-68 

SERVICE 

Fig. 3-69: The inside diameter 
of a new cam bushing is 
1.025". The pinion bushing 
measures .5635" when new. 

3- With the cover out of the way (and the tappets removed-if they are still in place, see Tappet 
section for removal instructions) slide the cam and breather gear out and put them aside. 

1- Wash the cam cover thoroughly with solvent and then warm soapy water. Blow the assembly 
dry with compressed air. 

2- Inspect the gasket surface for burrs, nicks or gouges. 

3- Use a bore gauge to check both the cam and pinion bushing for service limit wear. The cam 
bushing service limit is .0035" and the pinion is .0035" also. 
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CAM CHEST, PUSHRODS AND TAPPETS 

Fig. 3-70: TIP: When measuring 
endplay of the cam, be sure to 
rotate the engine and check it 
in a few places. 
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Pinion Bushing 

1- To remove the old pinion bushing you can use a puller with a 0.500" collet at its end . 

2- Press the new bushing in with a press and an arbor until it sits flush with the boss in the 
cam cover. 

3- Locate a position more than 0.125" from the oil hole in the cover. Center punch this point and 
use a #31 drill to go 0.188 deep into the bushing. Then use the press to bottom out the bushing 
and continue drilling to a total of 0.281 inches and into the cam cover. 

4- Drive the new dowel pin 0.020" below the bushing surface. Next, peen the edges of the 
bushing over the dowel pin. 

5- The pinion shaft bearing must be line reamed to ensure the holes are concentric and aligned 
properly. 

6- Follow the instructions included with the line reaming tool you select for t his operation. 

Cam Bushing 

1- Press the cam bushing out with a driver or an arbor press. 

2- Now press the new bushing in until it bottoms against the outside of the cam cover. 

3- Center punch and then drill a hole 0.281" deep with a #31 drill bit. Drive the new dowel pin in 
0.020" below the bushing surface and peen the edges down over it. 

4- Using the existing oil passage as a guide, drill a new hole through the wall of the bushing with 
a 0.156" bit. 

5- Line ream the bushing in accordance with the tool manufacturers instructions. 

Cam Needle Bearing 

1- The bearing can be removed with any number of different cam bear ing removal tools. Do 
not try to remove the bearing any other way. 

2- When pressing a new bearing in be sure to orient it so the shoulder with the letters is 
facing out. 

Cam 

1- Inspect cam lobes for unusual wear patterns or gouges. Next, inspect the bushing and bearing 
surfaces for excessive wear or scoring. 

2- If there is any unusual wear on the cam, inspect the area it was in contact with at that point closely. 

3- You will need to verify that the cam has no more than .005" to .015" of endplay. Start by 
installing the cam, lock washer and thrust washer. Put the cam cover and a new gasket on and 
tighten the hardware to 120 in-lbs of torque. 

4- Slide a feeler gauge in through the lifter bore and measure the endplay in four different 
locations. There are many different size thrust washers to help you achieve the proper end play. 
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CAM GEAR MEASURING 

Fig. 3-71: TIP: If the cam 
gear doesn't slide easily, it is 
too tight. You should go to 
the next size smaller pinion 
gear. Should you notice that 
there is backlash, use the 
next size larger pinion gear. 

INSTALLATION 

Fig. 3-72 

A cAUTION 
Gear cover should slide 
smoothly over alignment 
dowels and must not be 
forced. Confirm that gasket 
material does not overlap 
oil passages in crankcase 
and gear cover. 

1- Start by installing .105" pins 180° apart on the cam gear-a rubberband will help hold them in 
one place. 

2- Use a micrometer to measure the assembly and make a note of the dimension. Transfer the 
pins to the pinion gear and measure it also. 

3- Match the pinion gear to the size closest to it in the chart below. The closer the sizing the less 
noise you will encounter. 

4- Install the pinion and cam dry, use a new gasket and torque the cam cover in place. Verify in 
four different spots that the cam slides easily and consistently across the pinion gear and check 
backlash at the same time. 

5- Once you have verified that the fit is proper lubricate everything and move on to final 
assembly. 

GEAR DIAMETER CHART 

Color Pin ion Gear Diameter Over .1 05 " Pins Cam Gear Diameter Over .1 05" Pins 

Orange 1.4751-1.4756 2.7324-2.7334 

White 1.4745-1.4751 2.7334-2 .7344 

Yellow 1.4737-1.4745 2.7344-2.7354 

Red 1.4729-1.4737 2.7354-2.7364 

Blue 1.4721 -1.4729 2.7364-2.7374 

Green 1.4715-1.4721 2.7374-2.7384 

Black 1.4 71 0-1 .4 715 2.7384-2.7394 

1- Apply a light coat of assembly lube to the cam bearing and bushing surfaces and all four lobes. 

2- Coat the breather gear with assembly lube (for breather gear service see the section on Cases) . 

3- Put the camshaft lock washer in the engine case with the ears down and the flat edge towards 
the flywheels. 
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CAM CHEST, PUSHRODS AND TAPPETS 

Fig. 3-73 

Fig. 3-74: TIP: Be careful 
when you are checking for 
free rotation in the cam, 
breather and pinion. Since 
the cam cover is not in place 
the cam could jump timing, 
so rotate the engine slowly. 
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4- Put the thrust washer over the cam and slide it into the case. Make sure the bottom timing mark 
aligns with the pinion gear timing mark and the other timing mark is in the 8-o'clock position. 

5- Install the breather gear so its timing mark aligns with the camshaft timing mark at 8-o'clock. 

6- Rotate the engine (use the flywheels and rods or turn the sprocket shaft) to ensure the cam, 
breather and pinion rotate freely. 

7- Put a thin, evenly distributed coat of assembly lube on the cam cover bushing surfaces. Also 
coat the cam shaft end and gear face surfaces with assembly lube. 

8- Install a new cam cover gasket and make sure it does not overlap on the oil passages in the case. 

9- Put the cam cover on and tighten the screws to 120 in-lbs of torque. Rotate the engine again 
to ensure there is no binding and pour four ounces of engine oil into the cam cavity. 



TAPPETS AND TAPPET 
BLOCK REMOVAL 

SERVICE 

Fig. 3-75 

Fig. 3-76: The tappet block 
bore will measure .8437" 
when new. 

CAM CHEST, PUSHRODS AND TAPPETS 

1- Once the pushrods are out, you can loosen the tappet blocks for removal. 

2- Lift the tappet block and tappets out as an assembly-there are many magnetic tools available 
to hold the tappets up in their bores as you lift the blocks off the engine-using one for this 
operation makes it much easier. 

3- If the cam cover is already off the engine you can press the tappets up from inside their bore 
as you lift the tappet block off. 

4- Place the tappets on a clean rag and keep track of their original position. 

1- Clean the tappet with a light solvent and blow dry with compressed air. 

2- Inspect both ends of the tappet for wear or chips. Rotate the roller and see if anything feels 
rough in its rotation. If you think there is even a small amount of extra movement in the roller, 
plan to replace the tappet set. 

3- Check the outside of the tappet body for unusual wear marks or abrasions. 

4- Due to the high performance design of the cam, S&S® recommends replacing the tappets in 
an 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine every 20,000 to 25,000 miles. Use the photo below as a 
guideline for the inspection and tear down. 

-
__ ............. ~~~·- 0 -- ........... 

5- Clean the tappet block thoroughly with a light solvent and then blow it dry with compressed air. 

6- Use a bore gauge to verify the lifter fit in the guide is .0006"-.0017" . The wear limit is .0022". 

7- Clean the old gasket residue from the lifter block mounting area of the case. 
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CAM CHEST, PUSHRODS AND TAPPETS 

INSTALLATION 

Fig. 3-77 

Fig. 3-78 
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1- Start by identifying the front and rear tappet block gaskets-they are not the same. 

2- Place the gasket for the rear tappet block in position and ensure the gasket is not covering the 
oil passage. 

3- Coat the lifter body with assembly lube and slide it into the appropriate bore. 

4- Use a tappet block alignment tool to start the installation. Once the alignment tool is in place 
you can torque the remaining three screws to 6 ft-lbs. Install the fourth screw and then tighten 
them all to 8-10 ft-lbs or 95-120 in-lbs. 

5- Coat the inside of the tappet block bores with assembly lube and carefully place it on the gasket
pay attention to the gasket position and ensure it does not move and cover the oil passage. 

6- Repeat the above steps for the other tappet block assembly. 
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OIL PUMP 

REMOVAL 

Fig. 4-1 

Fig. 4-2 

4-2 

1- To remove the oil pump from the engine, you must first disconnect any oil lines, and take the 
cam cover, cam and pinion shaft hardware off. If your engine is not already apart, the 
pushrods, tappets, and tappet blocks must come out now. 

2- Before removing anything else on the pump, loosen the pressure relief and check ball screws. 

3- If you try to loosen the pressure relief and check ball screws after the body is removed, this is 
what it will look like-it's much harder this way. 



Fig. 4-3 

Fig. 4-4: TIP : If your 
engine is still in the bike 
you may need to remove 
the feed side snap ring to 
allow the pump to slide out 
without the shaft. 

4- Now, remove the four bolts holding the outer pump body cover and lift it off. 

5- Remove the snap ring from the oil pump drive gear with a set of lock ring pliers, making sure 
to wear safety glasses to protect your eyes in case the ring flies off. 
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OIL PUMP 

Fig. 4-5 

4-4 

6- Depending on the year and configuration of your motor there are either two hex-head or 
Allen-head screws holding the main body on still. Remove them. 

7- Slide the pump out about 1/2" to remove the drive gear and key from the pump driveshaft. 

8- With the pump assembly off of the engine case, you can now remove the gears. 



SERVICE 

Fig. 4-6 & 4-7: TIP: Use the 
S&S® oil pump rebuilding kit, 
PN 31-6300, to make this a 
complete service. Also, make 
sure the flat side of the 
pump shaft seal faces the 
driver during installation. 

Using oil pump components 
other than those provided by 
S&S may result in an oil leak, 
insufficient oil pressure and 
possible engine damage. 

Fig. 4-8 & 4-9 

OIL PUMP 

1- Inspect the pump, gears, body and the cover where they ride for chips, scrapes, nicks or gouges. 

2- Typically the pump shaft seal should be replaced when the assembly is being serviced . 
Remember to put the new seal in with a driver designed specifically for this task-follow the 
instructions included from the manufacturer of the tool you utilize. 

3- The check ball seal can be reseated in two ways. First, use a cutting tool designed specifically 
for the operation, clean the pump body out and then drop a ball into the seat and use a seat 
driver to reshape the new seating area. Second, if you don't have access to a seat cutting tool, 
use an old 1984-'99 big twin pushrod coated with lapping compound and spin it to cut a new 
sealing surface. Be sure to wash the body out with solvent then warm soapy water to remove 
all of the lapping compound . 
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OIL PUMP 

INSTALLATION 
1- Start the assembly process by coating all the moving parts with assembly lube. 

! : fi 
2- Build the majority of the pump off of the motor to allow yourself one last chance to inspect 

everything easily. 
Gasket sealant may interfere 3_ 
with engine lubrication if 
allowed to enter oil pump or 
passages machined in case. 
Damage related to improper 
use of gasket sealant will 4-
not be covered under the 

Be sure to use an S&S® gasket designated specifically for 4-1/8" bore V-Series engines between 
the pump body and crankcase. The gasket is cut different than a stock H-D<~> or aftermarket 
design and matches up to the flow path of an 5&5 oil pump. Be sure the gasket does not make 
contact with any of the gears. 

Slide the pump and shaft into the crankcase-but not all the way in-keeping pressure on 
the oil pump shaft from the outside. 

S&S warranty. 5- When the shaft comes through the bushing and is even with the pinion gear, slide the pump 
drive gear into place and then slide the shaft all the way through . 

TIP: If the pump driveshaft 6_ 
is still in your engine install 
the return gear and the key 
on the shaft. Then slide it 7-
into the body, install the 
feed gears and push the 8_ 
driveshaft out . This will 
allow you to install the key 
and circlip. 9-

10-

Be sure you do not 

Install the two hex-head or Allen-head screws into the pump body and the gasket to hold them 
in place, but do not tighten them beyond hand tight. 

Rotate the gear around so you can insert the key into its groove on the pump shaft. Then, put 
the snap ring on the shaft with the rounded edge facing towards the oil pump drive gear. 

Install the pump body cover and its four screws hand tight. Rotate the drive gear and wiggle 
the pump body looking for the spot where the shaft spins smoothest. 

Tighten the four body cover bolts in a cross-pattern and torque them to 90-120 in-lbs of torque. 
As you tighten them be sure to roll the drive gear and ensure the pump does not bind . 

Now tighten the two hex-heads or Allen-head screws at the top of the pump body to 90-120 in
lbs of torque. 

bend the circlip. If it comes 11- Pour engine oil into both the check ball and pressure relief orifices and install all the related 
loose, the key may fall out. components in each. 

OIL PUMP PRIMING 
Engine Out of Bike or Oil Tank Above Oil Pump 

1- Start by removing the check ball and spring . 

2- Attach a 12-inch length of clear tubing to the oil pump supply fitting and position it so it stands 
vertically-if the engine is already in a motorcycle, just use the installed oil line for this procedure. Air lock or cavitation can 

occur if trapped air is not 
released from oil pump 3-
after installation. It can 4-
occur with a new pump as 
well as a used pump that 5-
has been removed from 
engine, and interferes with 

Fill the tubing with the oil you will use in the motorcycle when it is on the street. 

Rotate the pump drive shaft gear towards the right side of the engine, refilling the tubing until 
no air bubbles come out of the check ball cavity. 

Put the check ball and spring back in place and put a protective cap or seal over the supply fitting. 

oil circulation. 
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Oil Tank Below Oil Pump 

1- Verify that your oil lines are connected in the correct positions. 

2- Remove the oil pump check ball and spring . 

3- Pour engine oil into the check ball port until it fills up. Allow it to drain down and note the 
time that elapses. Refill the port and continue to watch it drain down until it reaches the 
slowest possible time. 

4- Fill the port one last time and put the check ball and spring back in place. 



NOTES 
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FUEL INJECTION 

REMOVAL 

A DANGER 

The S&S® VFI (Variable Fuel Injection) system was designed to work as an original equipment 
replacement on both Magneti-Marelli® and Delphi® designed Harley-Davidson® bikes. It can be used 
on a custom bike by simply deciding which system you prefer and adapting those OE components 
and baseline map to get things started. Installation will require the builder to use an original 
equipment Fl wiring harness-designed for the system selected-in the custom bike being built. 

Required Additional Parts for Custom Applications: 

Fuel tank with Electronic Fuel Pump (Delphi and Marelli) 

Fuel Pressure Regulator (Marelli) 

Turn Signal and Security Module or Turn Signal Module-TSSM/TSM (Delphi) 

Vehicle Speed Sensor (Delphi) 

Intake Air Temperature Sensor (Delphi and Marelli) 

Bank Angle Sensor (Marelli) Dual Cam 

Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensor (Delphi) 

Barometric Pressure Sensor (Marelli) 

Idle Air Control Motor (Delphi) 

Cam Position Sensor (Marelli) Dual Cam 

Vehicle Attitude Sensor (Marelli) Single Cam 

Engine Temperature Sensor (Delphi and Marelli) 

If you are installing an S&S 4-1/8" bore V-Series VFI engine in your stock bike, please follow the 
factory service manual recommendations on removal of the stock system. 

1- Remove the fuse from the fuel pump wiring or disconnect the power wire from the unit. 

2- Turn the key on and crank the engine for five seconds. Crank the engine over for five seconds 
two more times to ensure all the fuel pressure has been released . 

Gasoline in EFI systems is 3-
under pressure. Failure to 
follow fuel rail preparation 4-
and assembly instructions 
may result in personal injury S
and/or property damage. 

Disconnect the negative battery terminal. 

See your appropriate factory service manual for guidelines on removing the fuel tank from a 
stock motorcycle. 

Remove the S&S air cleaner or tuned runner intake system from the engine. To make removing 
the tuned runner a little easier, try using the S&S rocker box removal adapter (PN 53-0044) on 
the forward support bracket/breather screw. 

Fig. 5-1 

5-2 

6- Unplug all of the electronic sensor connections and adjust the throttle cables to their maximum 
play position so they can be removed from the throttle body bell crank. 

7- Now unbolt the manifold from the heads and lift the fuel injection unit off as an assembly. 



Fig. S-2 

SERVICE 

Fig. 5-3 

Intake Air 

FUEL INJECTION 

TORX TSO 
Sleeve Bolt 

Retainer Plate 

Idle Speed 
Control Motor 

Typical Stock H-D® Components 

Fuel line 0-Rings (Magneti-Marelli®) 

1- Remove the fuel fitting external retaining rings on the induction module and discard them. 

2- Now you can remove the T-50 Torx sleeve bolt to access the lock plate and retaining plate that 
must come off. 

3- There are two 1/4-20 Allen bolts on top of the fuel rail that must be removed. 

4- Next, carefully slide the fuel fittings out of the way, spending the extra time to ensure that the 
0-ring sealing surfaces are not damaged in any way during the removal process. 

5- Pull the fuel rail and injectors off of the manifold . 

6- The pressure regulator in the fuel rail comes off next. 

NOTE: If you are just replacing the fuel pressure regulator, the fuel fittings can stay in place. 

7- Remove 0-rings from their mounting position at this point and discard them. S&S® does not 
recommend using 0-rings again under any circumstances. 

8- Clean the 0-ring mounting and mating surfaces but not with any type of abrasive. The surfaces 
must retain their original finish in order to ensure proper sealing when you reassemble the fuel 
injection unit. 

9- Installation of the new 0-rings is simple-just put them where you took the old pieces out
but be sure to apply an even coating of engine oil to them first. 

10- Reassemble the module by reversing these steps, but be sure that you position and install the 
injectors in the fuel rail prior to mounting it on the manifold. 
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FUEL INJECTION 

Fig. 5-4 

Fig. 5-5 
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Fuel Line 0-Rings (Delphi®) 

1- Start by taking the screw and retaining clip off of the fuel rail. 

2- Carefully remove the fuel line from the VFI fuel rail. Be sure not to twist or bend it as you pull 
it out. 

3- Next take out the two 1/4 x 20 Allen screws connecting the fuel rail to the manifold . 

4- Pull the injectors from the manifold assemblies as you remove the fuel rail. 

5- Remove the 0-rings from their mounting position and discard them. S&S does not recommend 
using 0-rings again under any circumstances. 

6- Clean the 0-ring mounting and mating surfaces but not with any type of abrasive. The surfaces 
must retain their original finish in order to assure proper sealing when you reassemble the fuel 
injection unit. 

7- Installation of the new 0 -rings is simple-just put them where you took the old pieces out
but be sure to apply an even coating of clean engine oil to them first. 

8- See page 6 for installation procedure. 

Intake Air Temperature Sensor (IAT) 

1- Remove the two mounting screws that hold the sensor on the throttle body. 

2- Replace the gasket with a new one. 

3- The IAT connector has a close tolerance to the fuel rail, so connect the wires prior to installation. 

4- When installing the IAT on the S&S system, be sure not to tighten the mounting screws beyond 
6 in/lbs of torque. 



Fig. S-6: NOTE: On new 
Magneti-Marelli® systems 
an lAC is included in the kit. 

Fig. S-7 

FUEL INJECTION 

Idle Air Control Motor 

1- After removing the lAC from the old induction system, replace the 0-ring. Be sure to lubricate 
the 0-ring with engine oil before installing it. 

2- Be sure that when you mount the lAC motor on the VFI throttle body that you position the 
electrical connector so that it points away from the engine and throttle body. 

3- Apply a light coat of Loctite® 222 on the threads of the hex-head screws and tighten them to 
20-24 in-lbs of torque. 

Throttle Body and Throttle Position Sensor 

1- The only serviceable part on these components is the gasket. 

2- If you feel there is a problem with either of these parts, please contact the S&S® Tech 
Department to make arrangements to send it in for servicing. Please do not attempt to service 
it yourself. You can also visit www.sscycle.com to find a VFI certified center in your area to help 
with the problem. 

MAP Sensor 

1- Removal of the MAP sensor requires disconnecting the vacuum line from the rear cylinder to 
the sensor. 

2- Since this is a non-service item, if you feel the sensor is having a problem, install a new unit. 

MAP sensor 
vacuum hose 

rear 
manifold 
spigot in all 
applications. 

MAP sensor must be installed on the rear intake manifold 
spigot for correct engine operation. Installation to the front 
manifold will result in an incorrect signal to the VFI module. 
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FUEL INJECTION 

Fig. S-8 & 5-9 

Fig. 5-10 
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Fuel Rail and Injector Installation (Delphi®) 

1- Start with the rear injector and slide it into the fuel rail cap. Next, slide the other end of the 
injector into the rear manifold injector boss-both connections should produce an audible pop 
when the 0-rings seat. Be sure to lube the 0-rings with engine oil before the installation . 

2- Repeat the operation for the front injector, again making sure to lubricate the 0-rings with 
engine oil first. 

Rear Cylinder 

3- Attach the fuel rail and injector to the rear intake manifold using button-head 1/4-20 screws 
tightened to 10-11 ft-lbs of torque. 

4- The assembly is now ready to be mounted on the engine-handle it with care since the only 
thing holding the front manifold on is the injector seal. 



Fig. 5-11 

A DANGER 
Inspect fuel lines for any cuts, 
chafing, cracks or other signs 
of age and/or wear. Failure to 
replace faulty fuel lines may 
result in personal injury 
and/or property damage. 

Fig. 5-12 

Fuel Rail, Line and Injector Installation (Magneti-Marelli®) 

1- Start by putting new 0-rings on the fuel fittings and pressure regulator. Be sure to lube the 
0-rings with engine oil first. Ensure the plastic back-up washer is in its correct location and 
slide the regulator into the fuel rail. 

0 

2- Slide the fuel fittings into the fuel rail taking care not to damage the 0-rings as you make 
the connection . 

3- Install the bolt into the pressure regulator and the fuel rail. 

4- Make sure there is blue threadlock on the 1/4-20 x 3/4-inch button-head screws and put them 
into the fuel rail mounting holes. 

5- Install the retainer plate over the fuel fittings, and loosely position the T-50 Torx sleeve bolt. 

6- Put the fuel lines on the fuel rail, making sure the 0-rings have been lubricated with engine 
oil first. 
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FUEL INJECTION 

Fig. 5-13 

Fig. 5-14 

A DANGER 
Always wear proper eye 
protection when removing 
retaining rings. Use correctly 
sized retaining ring pliers 
that are in good condition. 

Fig. 5-15 
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7- Now, position the pressure regulator atmospheric port as shown in the photo below. 

8- Put a new external retaining ring on each fuel line, making sure it seats in the groove at the 
top of the fuel fitting . 

9- Insert a fuel injector into the fuel rail cap with the electrical connector pointing up, but be sure 
the 0-rings have been lubricated with engine oil first. 



Fig. 5-16 

Fig. 5-17 

10- Mount the injector into the rear manifold boss and start threading the screws into place. 
Tighten the screws to 10-11 ft-lbs of torque. 

11- Tighten the T-50 Torx sleeve bolt to 35 in-lbs of torque. 

12- Insert the front injector into the fuel rail with the electrical connector facing upwards and then 
connect it to the manifold . 

13- Now you can tighten the button-head 1/4-20 screws that connect the fuel rail to the manifolds 
to 120-135 in-lbs. 
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FUEL INJECTION 

INSTALLATION 

Fig. 5-18 

Fig. 5-19 

5-10 

Manifold, Throttle Body and Fuel Rail 

1- The first step is to put two 5/16-18 hex-head bolts into the rear manifold mounting holes 
loosely-do not tighten them yet. 

2- Install a manifold gasket on each port-with the slotted end on the hex-head bolt-verify both 
that the flat edge faces out and the gasket does not restrict the port shape. 

3- Position the slots on the manifold into the hex-head bolts. Pay attention to the fuel rail during 
assembly as it is only held in by the 0-rings at this point. 

4- Slide the gaskets into place and secure their position by installing the 5/16-18 socket-head cap 
screws (this is easiest with a ball-end Allen wrench) . Do not tighten the bolts completely yet. 

5- Install the Idle Air Control motor if the throttle body you are installing is not already equipped 
with one. 

6- Use a new gasket and position the throttle body on the manifold . Secure it with four 
1/4-20 x 7/8-inch socket-head cap screws-but do not tighten them all the way yet . 



Fig. 5-20: TIP : Be sure 
that you route the TPS 
wires so they do not rub 
the cylinders when the 
motorcycle is running . 

.4\CAUTION 
Overtightening any of the 
bolts in the manifold could 
result in a stress crack that 
will effect engine power 
dramatically. 

FUEL INJECTION 

7- Connect the wiring harness to the injectors and all necessary sensors. The TPS wires may need 
to be pulled a little further out of the main harness to fit properly. 

8- Tighten down the manifold bolts progressively to ensure that the gaskets do not get pinched. 

9- Connect the front cylinder head vacuum line to the front manifold mounting hose barb and 
use a wire-tie to secure it. On Delphi® equipped models you will need to use a short length 
of vacuum line to connect to the manifold absolute pressure sensor to the rear manifold 
hose barb. 

10- Install the air intake system you have chosen for your engine, align and tighten the mounting 
bolts as needed. 
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PRO TUNE II 
MAIN SCREEN 

Fig. 5-21: TIP: Familiarize 
yourself with the keyboard 
shortcuts. By using these 
shortcuts you can save time 
during tuning operations. 
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Main Screen 

Below is a diagram that shows all the elements of the main Pro Tune II window displayed when an 
ECU is connected (the interface will differ slightly when there is no ECU connected) . 

Menu-bar Tool-bar Table Title 

Box 

Current Data 
Source Selector 

Throttle Cursor 
Position Slider 

W indows Button 

Color 
Key 

Engine 
_ _:..:..~__,-Data 



FUEL INJECTION 

Title-bar displays the name of the program. As with most windows programs, clicking on the title-bar 
and dragging it will move the window around the desktop. Clicking the program icon next to the title 
will open a menu that allows you to move, size and close the window. 

Menu-bar provides the main method of controlling the software. To access a menu, click on its title. 

Tool-bar provides a quick method of accessing commonly used menu items. To use the tool-bar, 
simply click on one of the buttons. 

Table Title shows the name of the table that is currently being tuned and where it was loaded from 
(the current data source). 

Current Data Source Selector allows you to load the current table from another data source (ECU 
or tune-file). Click on the down-arrow to view the current data-sources. From the list, you can 
choose between the ECU (if connected), the Demo Data tune-file, any tune-files that you have 
accessed since the software started or select the 'tune-file not in this list' option to browse for 
another tune-file. 

Windows Buttons operate the same way as other Windows applications. You can minimize, 
maximize, restore and close the window using these buttons. 

3D Graph is an important feature - it displays the current table data . Engine speed in Revolutions 
Per Minute is shown along the width, or horizontal (x) axis of the graph. Throttle position is in 
percent of Open Throttle (0% is closed throttle, 100% is wide-open throttle) and is shown along 
the depth, or diagonal (z) axis of the graph (on the right-hand side). The height, or upward (y) axis 
of the graph depends upon the current table. 

Color Key shows the color values used to shade the 3D graph and how the colors map to the 
table values. 

Current Selected Area is shown as a white box drawn on the graph surface. The current selected 
area shows you the area of the graph that will be effected by adjusting the tuning . 

Cursor shows you where you are currently positioned on the graph. The cursor is at the center of 
the current selected area and represents the current tuning position. 

Cursor Pop-up Window is an optional window that shows you the coordinates of the cursor and 
the current table value at the current cursor position. 

Cursor Location area of the gauges bar, shows you the coordinates of the cursor and the original 
and tuned table values at the current cursor position. 

Engine Data area of the information bar is only shown when the ECU is connected . This is a user
configurable area which displays ECU values that you select. Clicking on the bright-blue down 
arrow icons will allow you to change the selected value in that cell. 
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At the bottom of the window the Status and Help Bar is shown. This area will show hints on tool-bar 
items and key presses as you use the software. 

Tuning Knob allows you to tune the currently selected area of the table at the current cursor 
position. Click on the knob and drag the mouse in a circular motion to adjust the knob and watch 
what happens to the graph. You can also use the Tuning Buttons and the keyboard to tune (see 
next description). 

Tuning Buttons provide an alternative to using the tuning knob. Click on the up arrow to increase 
the tuning of the current selected area and click on the down arrow to decrease the tuning. Click 
on the buttons Fine, Medium and Coarse to determine the size of the increase/decrease. You can 
also use the keyboard instead of the mouse. Press the Page Up key for a fine (small) increase. Press 
the Page Down key for a fine (small) decrease. Holding the Shift key while pressing Page Up or Page 
Down will result in a medium increase/decrease. Holding the Ctrl key while pressing Page Up or 
Page Down will result in a coarse (large) increase/decrease. 

Range Knob allows you to control the size of the currently selected area. The larger the range, the 
larger the selected area. The current selected area is always centered on the current cursor position . 

RPM Cursor Position Slider allows you to move the cursor along the horizontal (Engine Speed) axis 
of the table. Click on the slider and move it left or right to change the cursor position. You can also 
use the Left Arrow and Right Arrow keys to do the same thing. 

Throttle Cursor Position Slider allows you to move the cursor along the depth (Throttle) axis of 
the table. Click on the slider and move it left or right to change the cursor position . You can also 
use the Up Arrow and Down Arrow keys to do the same thing . 

Serial Number Box will show the serial number of your ECU when it is connected. 

Communications Status Box shows the current status of the communications link with the ECU. 
When the ECU is not communicating, it will flash blue-black and display the names of the serial 
port(s) that Pro Tune II is searching for ECUs on. When an ECU is connected, it illuminates green and 
displays the model number and software level of the connected ECU. If communication with an ECU 
is lost, it will illuminate red for a couple of seconds and then return to its search state. 
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CARBURETOR 

REMOVAL 

Fig. 6-1: TIP: Drain the fuel 
from the carb by removing 
the bowl plug before taking 
the carburetor off. 

Fig. 6-2 

6-2 

1- If the engine is still in the bike, be sure to close the fuel supply valve first. Next, remove the 
three screws holding the air cleaner cover on . 

2- Lift the air cleaner element out of the way and remove three screws connecting the backplate 
to the carburetor. 

3- Raise the fast idle lever up to allow access to the backplate rear mounting bolt. 

4- With the air cleaner out of the way you can access the breather hardware. Remove the 
hardware assembly and pay attention to the order of the spacers, washers and fittings for 
assembly later. 

5- If the engine is still in the motorcycle, remove the throttle cables and fuel line from the 
carburetor. Note: gas will probably run out of the line and the fuel fitting, so have a small 
container available to catch it. 

6- Remove the two 3/8 - 16 x 1-1/4" socket cap screws that hold the carburetor and the insulator 
block to the manifold. 

7- If you need to remove the manifold, a ball-head Allen wrench provides easier access to the 
mounting bolts. 



SERVICE 

Fig. 6-3 

Proper jetting is essential to the performance of your new engine. In most cases the 111-, 117- or 
124ci 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine you have was equipped with a G carburetor that was jetted 
properly from the factory. In rare cases additional jet tuning will be necessary-those guidelines can 
be found in the Instruction Sheet section of the S&S® Cycle website, www.sscycle.com, PN 51-1012. 

The majority of service work to be done on a Super G carburetor involves inspections. If you feel 
there is something dramatically wrong with your carburetor, please call the S&S Tech Line at 
608-627-8324 to make arrangements to send the carb in for repairs. 

1- Start by inspecting the accelerator pump rubber boot for any type of damage. Weather and 
road debris can cause problems in this spot. If there are any cracks or discoloration in the 
rubber boot, replace it immediately. 

2- Do an overall inspection of the carb body and look for anything unusual like discoloration, 
cracks or abrasion marks. 

3- Pull the float bowl off of the body and look inside for dirt, debris or any build-up of 
contaminants. If there is evidence of anything in the bowl, use a designated carburetor cleaner 
and thoroughly clean out the bowl and gasket surface. 

4- While the bowl is off, take a close look at the float and make sure it has not been rubbing 
anything and that the hinge allows it to move freely and easily. 

5- Verify that the float level is proper at this time by pressing the float up until the needle closes 
and the spring compresses. At this point, the top of the float should measure between 1/8" and 
3/16" below the gasket surface of the bowl. 

6- Check the throttle shaft for excess play or binding when the plate is rotated. If you think 
anything is too loose or hanging up, contact the S&S Tech Line to arrange to have the 
carburetor serviced by an authorized S&S center. 

7- Take a look at both sides of the insulator block to see if there are any cracks. If there are cracks, 
replace the insulator blocks. 
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CARBURETOR 

INSTALLATION 

A DANGER 

1-

2-

Start by ensuring the cylinder head intake port surfaces are clean and have no build-up that 
could cause a bad seal. 

Gasoline is very flammable 
and highly explosive. A 3-
gasoline leak may result in 4-
personal InJUry and/or 

Install the two hex-head manifold bolts in the rear of each head (primary side), but leave them 
loose for now. 

Put the flanges on the manifold and make sure they seat all the way onto the machined area . 

Slide the 0 -ring on each side and make sure they seat properly. Now the manifold can go into 
place with the slotted end of the flanges feeding into the hex-head bolts. 

property damage. 5-

6-

7-

Install the socket-head screw in the flanges and tighten the manifold evenly. Alternate 
between the rear hex-head and front socket-head screws to create even force and prevent 
pinching the manifold 0 -rings. Do not tighten yet. 

Connect the throttle cables to the carburetor if the engine is in a bike. 

Install a new 0-ring on the insulator block and position it facing the manifold. Then use two 
3/8 x 16 socket-head screws to connect the carburetor body and insulator block to the 
manifold-be sure they do not bottom out and prevent a complete seal. 

Carb or manifold mounting 
bolts that are too long will 
damage the bowl and cause 
gas leaks or a possible fire. 8- Connect the fuel line to the inlet with a hose clamp-if the engine is in a bike. 

Fig. 6-4 & 6-5: TIP: To ensure 
the best performance from 
your carburetor you must run 
an overflow line. 

Be sure to apply threadlock 
and properly tighten screws 
on the air cleaner cover. If 
screws loosen and fall into 
the engine, damage is not 
covered under warranty. 

6-4 

9- Mount the air cleaner backplate to the carburetor with three slot-head screws treated with 
blue thread lock. Align and install the backplate mounting bolts with the proper spacers. 

10- Install the backplate hardware in the order it was removed and install the crossover tube. Next, 
run the overflow line between the pushrod tubes and towards the rear of the engine. 

11- Position the air filter and install the cover with three Phillips screws. It is a good idea to put 
some blue threadlock on these. 

12- Start the cable adjustment with the throttle-open cable. It should be adjusted to the point 
where the butterfly just touches the stop at wide open throttle. Then, adjust the return cable 
to remove excess freeplay. 

13- Before riding the motorcycle, be sure that the throttle cables are adjusted properly and they 
do not bind when the handle bars are turned all the way to one side or the other. 



Fig. 6-6 

Fig. 6-7: NOTE: This photo is 
an air bleed reference for 
identifying your carburetor. 
The air bleed size controls 
when the main jet circuit is 
activated. A larger bleed 
means a later engagement 
point for the main jet. This 
will help you tune around an 
open-pipe induced stumble. 

S&S SUPER G JETTING 

Displacement 111 " 

Idle Mixture 1 to 1%! 
Screw Turns 

.0295 
Intermediate to 

Jet .032 

Main 
.074 

Jet to 
.078 

.040" drilled main air bleed. 
All E & G with serial number 
starting with D or lower. 

NOTES 

117" 124" 

1 to 1%! 1 to 1%! 
Turns Turns 

.0295 .0295 
to to 

.032 .032 

.074 .074 
to to 

.078 .078 

.040" replaceable main air bleed. 
All E & G with serial number 
starting with E or higher. 
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COMPRESSION RELEASES 

REMOVAL 
(ENGINE IN FRAME) 

Fig. 7-1: TIP: Another helpful 
way to get the cap off is to 
shoot some WD-40 under the 
base. 

Fig. 7-2 

7-2 

1- Disconnect the negative battery lead to prevent accidental starting of your motorcycle. 

2- Remove the top rocker cover to gain access to the compression release under the frame rail. 

3- Next, carefully remove the protective rubber boot over the compression release using light 
finger pressure- not pliers-to prevent ripping it. This can be made easier by sliding a 
compressed air nozzle under the edge of the cover to inflate it and make it lift smoother. 

4- Use a high-powered shop vacuum to pick up all of the debris around the base of the 
compression release to prevent any from falling into the cylinder. In lieu of a vacuum, use 
compressed air to clear the base of the release before starting the removal process. 

5- Now you need to trace the wires and disconnect them at their connection point. 

6- Feed the end of the wire through the bottom half of the S&S® compression release socket 
(PN 53-0045) . 



.__._._._._._._._..c~O~M~PR~E~S~S~IO~N~R-El•E•A~S-ES~~ 

Fig. 7-3 

Fig. 7-4 

7- Position the socket base over the hexed portion of the compression release, making sure it 
fully seats. 

8- Pass the wire through the top portion of the 5&5® socket, taking care not to scrape the wires 
or protective sheathing . 

9- Connect the top portion of the 5&5 socket to the base and then to a ratchet. As you start to 
loosen the compression release, be sure to guide the wires over the top of the socket to 
prevent them from winding around it and damaging the protective coating. 
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COMPRESSION RELEASES 

REMOVAL 
(ENGINE ON A BENCH) 

INSTALLATION 

Fig. 7-5 

1- Follow all of the steps prior, except you will not have to remove the top rocker box covers. 

2- Even with the engine out of the bike, be sure to watch the wires as you remove the 
compression releases so they do not get damaged. 

1- Start by applying a thin, even coat of anti-seize lubricant to the threads of the 
compression release . 

2- Next, install the compression washer with the narrow edge facing up on the threaded 
portion of the release. If the washer will not stay in place when the release is held vertically, 
apply a small dab of white lithium grease to hold it in position . 

3- Now thread the release into the head (the releases are identical so they can go in either head) 
and make sure the compression washer stays in place until it contacts the head evenly. 

Run the release in as far as you can by hand, again making sure the washer stayed in place and 
is sitting flush on the head. 

Be sure that the wires are 4_ 
positioned so they do not 
contact the spring or plunger 

5- Slide the compression release wires through the bottom half of the S&S® socket (PN 53-0045). on top of the compression 
release. Also, make sure that 
you cover the wires to 6-
prevent damage to the 
compression release. 

7-

7-4 

Let the socket half slide into place around the hexed portion of the compression release. 

Connect the top half of the socket assembly-keeping the wires in place-and once again, 
ensure that the compression washer is seated flat against the head. 

Final torque for the installed compression release should be between 32-37 ft-lbs. 
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WIRE ROUTING 

Fig. 7-6 

Fig. 7-7 

1- If the engine is on a bench, you can sl ide the protective sleeve over the wires at this point, but 
first add a thin layer of oil to the base. However, if the engine is in a bike, you will find it easier 
to route the wires first, then slide the protective sleeve in place. 

2- The wires slfould run down the side of the compression release, under the rocker box and 
towards the intake side of the head. 

3- Once you are satisfied w ith the routing of the wires and are sure they will not make contact 
with anything that could cut through them, verify that they are not making contact with the 
spring or plunger on top of t he release. 

4- Spread a thin layer of oil (approximately 1/2" thick) around the opening of the silicone cap and 
then slide it over the compression release. Be sure that it is not pushed down so tight that it 
can interfere with the operation of the spring and plunger on top of the release. 
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COMPRESSION RELEASES 

7-6 

WIRING 

1- The compression release wires have Deutsch connectors that are installed in-line to separate 
the releases from the main wiring harness. 

2- Push the lead wires into the Deutsch connector until you hear a click from them as they slide 
into position. Verify that the wires are in place by firmly pulling them while you hold the 
connector. 

3- Slide the orange wedge into the connector and listen for an audible click as it goes into position. 

4- Connect the compression release solenoid lead wire Deutsch connectors to the main w iring 
harness. When making these connections, there is no proper orientation to worry about-just 
be sure to make solid connections. In the main wiring harness, the green wire is powered and 
the black is the ground. 

5- Slide the supplied 4-foot black sleeve over the wire harness until it reaches t he connectors- but 
keep in mind that you will have to cut the sleeve to allow access for a fuse holder in a few steps. 

6- Position the main harness with the compression release lead wires so they are not pulled tightly 
against anything . Once the best position is found, zip-tie the connectors and that end of the 
harness securely to the frame to prevent movement. 

7- Use the drawing below to help locate the wiring connection points on your motorcycle. 

Fig. 7-8 TYPICAL WIRING DIAGRAM 

GREEN 
WIRE 

GREEN WIRE 
CONNECTION POINT 

BLACK 
WIRE 

RUN/STOP START 

OSTARTER 
MOTOR 

SOLENOID -

8- Working from the end that you secured earlier, work out a routing position for the remain ing 
portion of the wire harness, making sure the wires will not be crushed, cut, scuffed, or 
otherwise damaged by operation of the motorcycle. The black wire will need to be routed to 
a ground, and the green wire to power. 

9- Find a suitable place to splice the supplied fuse holder into the green wire of the harness as 
close to the power source as possible. 

10- Once the position of the fuse holder has been determined, cut the protective sleeve at that 
point, being careful not to damage the wires inside. 



COMPRESSION RELEASES ~ 
fiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~ 

11- Cut the green wire of the harness where it meets the fuse holder lead wire and slide one of 
the supplied pieces of shrink-wrap on it. 

12- Strip the green wire and a wire from the fuse holder and connect them with the supplied butt 
connector. After making sure the wires are securely connected, seal them in place with heat 
shrink. Use the same procedure to connect the other side of the fuse holder. 

13- Install a small piece of protective sleeve over the remaining fuse holder wire that runs up to 
the connection point. 

14- Attach the green fuse holder wire to the power connection point using the supplied ring 
terminal or a connector of your choice. 

15- Locate a ground connection point for the black wire. Strip the black wire and attach either the 
supplied ring terminal, or connector of your choice and attach it. 

16- Once all connections are made, use wire-ties to firmly hold the wiring harness and fuse holder 
in place. Again make sure the harness has not been positioned so that it can be cut, crushed, 
abraded, or otherwise damaged by any operation of the motorcycle. 

NOTES 
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1ST IGNITION 

CYLINDER HEAD 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR 

Fig. 8-1 

KNOCK SENSOR 

Fig. 8-2: TIP: Be sure that 
the knock sensor wire does 
not contact any hot surfaces 
or rub against the cylinder 
head fins . 

8-2 

While other segments of this manual have dealt with removal, service and installation, the 
Intelligent Spark Technology (1ST) will simply outline the installation procedure-since you 
cannot service this unit. If you feel it has a problem, please contact the S&S® Tech Department at 
608-627-8324. 

1- First, inspect the mounting hole on the front head for debris or thread damage. 

2- Now, coat the threads of the sensor with an anti-seize compound and screw the unit in 
hand tight . 

3- With a deep-well socket and a torque wrench, tighten the unit to 10-12 ft-lbs. 

You must mount the knock sensor on the rear cylinder for it to function properly. If it is mounted 
on the front cylinder it will provide inaccurate data that can lead to detonation or engine failure. 

1- Remove the plug found in the rear cylinder head and inspect the threads. 

2- Insert the 5/16 x 1-1/2" coarse-thread bolt and washer through the knock sensor and the 
1/4" thick spacer and install it finger tight into the head. Be sure to position the wire lead 
facing up and towards the manifold . 

3- Hold the assembly in place with your hand-not with pliers-and tighten it to 11 ft-lbs of torque. 



MAP SENSOR 

CRANK POSITION 
SENSOR 

COIL 

1ST WIRING HARNESS 

Fig. 8-3 

1ST IGNITION 

1- Press the MAP sensor into the mounting hole on top of the manifold and secure it with the 
metal bracket and screw. 

2- Verify that the MAP sensor is fully seated in the manifold hole and then tighten the bracket 
screw securely. If the MAP sensor is not completely sealed it will send a faulty signal and cause 
erratic performance. 

1- The crank position sensor mounts in a hole in the front of the engine case which is covered by 
a plate and two screws in shipping . 

2- Remove the cover, insert the crank position sensor and secure it with the 1/4" socket-head 
screw. Final torque for the screw should be 8-10 ft-lbs. 

1- The 1ST ignition uses the S&S® single-fire coil (PN 55-1571) in place of a stock-style coil. It has 
t hree ring terminals to make its connection to the 1ST wiring harness. 

2- If another type of coil is to be used, modifications to the wiring harness may be required . 

3- The 1ST ignition will accommodate single-fire coils with .05 - 3.0 ohms of primary resistance. 

The 1ST wiring harness has eight plug-in style connectors that are detailed below. 

1- 1ST Module 

2- MAP Sensor 

3- Head Temperature Sensor 

4- 8-Pin Main Harness Connector 

5- Knock Sensor 

6- Coil Harness Connector 

7- Crank Position Sensor 

8- 4-Pin Data Link Connector 
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1ST IGNITION 

1ST WIRING HARNESS 

Fig. 8-4 

Fig. 8-5 

Fig. 8-6 

8-4 

1- Route the wiring harness so that none of the leads come into contact with heat or a 
moving part . 

2- Use a wire-tie to secure the wiring harness sections to the frame wherever possible. 

3- When you are connecting the coil, use the chart below as a color guide. 

WIRE COLOR COIL TERMINAL 
MAIN STRIPE DESIGNATION 

White Black Battery "+" 

Yellow Blue Rear Cylinder 

Blue Orange Front Cylinder 

4- Do not allow the ring terminals to touch each other or any metal objects during the installation . 

5- Be sure that you locate the Data Link Connector in a place that is easily accessible for future 
diagnostic work. 

6- If you are installing an 1ST ignition on an early model Harley-Davidson®, it may be equipped 
with a 7-pin connector instead of an 8-pin . Both Drag Specialties and Custom Chrome (as well 
as other suppliers) have a 7- to 8-pin adapter for use in your bike. 



Fig. 8-7: TIP: Staggered 
connections help to prevent 
rubbing which could create 
unwanted contact between 
bundled wires. It will also 
make passing the wires 
through a protective sleeve 
much easier. 

1ST MODULE 

Fig. 8-8 

1ST IGNITION 

7- If the motorcycle you are doing this installation on is a custom built bike that does not have a 
stock-style 8-pin connector (or 7-pin with an adapter) you will have to use the 5&5® 1ST power 
harness adapter (PN 55-1540). 

8- There are three wire leads (chassis ground, switched ignition power and tachometer) that 
come out of the wiring harness. Only the ground and power must be connected, the 
tachometer lead is optional. 

9- 5&5 recommends crimped connections instead of soldering wires together. Vibration can cause 
stress cracks in a soldered connection. 

10- If you have to spl ice any connections try to do so in a staggered format. By staggering the 
connections, it is easier to pass the wires through a protective sleeve. 

1- The 1ST module comes with an assortment of spacers to position it away from wherever you 
mount it and allow clearance for the connector. 

2- Whether you are installing the 1ST module on a stock Harley-Davidson® mount or in a custom 
application, be sure it is spaced out with the included pieces. 
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1ST IGNITION 

VOES CONSIDERATIONS 

Fig. 8-9 

8-8 

1- If you are installing an 1ST system on a motorcycle with a VOES, it will have to be disconnected. 

2- S&S® recommends that a VOES be used on every 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine without an 1ST 
ignition. 

3- Verify that the VOES is set to trip at 6" of Mercury-vacuum. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING 

ELECTRICAL CONCERNS 

OIL CONCERNS 

9-2 

1- Slow Cranking Speed-First and foremost, be sure the battery is fully charged. Next, verify 
that the bike was built with high-grade battery cables-at least 500-strand and 4-gauge-and 
consider using a double ground. The first cable goes direct from the battery to the starter and 
the second runs from the battery to the chassis. 

2- Excessive Kickback-Verify condition and size of your battery. Many custom bikes use too 
small of a battery in favor of good looks or styling. A 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine requires a 
battery with at least 20 AH . Check the battery voltage under a load, if it is below 10 volts, 
charge the battery. Some ignitions will not fire when the battery drops below about 10 volts 
(see your ignition manufacturer to verify the reset voltage-the S&S® 1ST w ill still fire at 6.5 
volts) and that will cause kickback. Verify that the spark plug wires are on the proper plug . 

3- Alternator Rotor Bottoms out on Case-Use of a 45 amp alternator requ ires the installation 
of our spacer (S&S PN 31-4003). 

4- Detonation-There are a few things to look for when you have detonation (non-1ST Ignition). 
First, see if your ignition is adjustable-if so retard enough timing or change the curve to 
eliminate the detonation. Second, confirm that you are using a VOES system and that it is in 
good working condition. Third, verify that you have not jetted the bike too lean. 

5- Detonation with an 1ST Ignition-Verify that all connections are made. Check Head 
Temperature Sensor for cracks and inspect all wire leads for abrasions. 

6- Intermittent Miss when Riding- Pull the spark plug wire and confirm that the screw-on 
adapter on top of the plug is tight. Also, verify that the plug wires and coil connections have 
no corrosion in their ends. 

1- Visible Debris in Oil During Priming-Be sure the oil tank was flushed and the oil lines were 
replaced prior to starting the engine. 

2- low Oil Pressure at Operating Temperature-Check the tappet screen to ensure it is not 
clogged. If it is, clean it thoroughly with a light solvent and blow it dry w ith compressed air. 

3- No Oil Pressure after Oil Pump Service- An S&S oil pump requires the use of an S&S gasket. 
If you use any other brand or design, it could block oil passages built into the pump body. 
Verify that the key has stayed in place, and that the oil pump is primed . 

4- Oil Seeping from Rocker Boxes-The use of rocker box gaskets made by anyone other than 
S&S can cause seepage or even a full leak. Be sure to use S&S gaskets anywhere they are 
needed on your 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine. 

5- Sumping after Cam Chest Service-4-1/8" bore V-Series engines are set up with 1992 and 
earlier style cam chests. If you use a gasket designed for 1993-1999 engines it will not seal some 
of the breather passages in the cam chest and cause sumping. 

6- Hot Engine Oil low Pressure-It must first be stated that most oil pressure gauges are not 
accurate once they are hot. The best method to keep track of oil pressure is to verify the 
operation of an oil pressure light and install it on your motorcycle. 

7- low Oil Pressure-Many times a bike is built with too small of an ID (Inside Diameter) in its oil 
lines and fittings. A 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine needs your bike to run oil lines with a min imum 
ID of .350" (standard measurement for 3/8" oil line) and a fitting that complements that 
measurement. 

8- Oil Temperature Concerns-4-1/8" bore V-Series engines have piston oilers to spray oil on the 
under side of the pistons and help cool them down. In doing this, the oil in the engine typically 
heats up more. If you notice that your bike is operating at temperatures above 250-degrees 
regularly, S&S recommends you install an oil cooler. 

Also, if you notice you are riding in conditions that consistently present oil temperatures 
below 180-degrees, do not use an oil cooler-or cover it in cold temperatures. 

9- Excessive Oil Carryover- Be sure that the return oil lines are routed properly and are the 
appropriate size. Do not use a style for 1999-up big twin or anti-drainback oil filter- S&S 
recommends S&S oil filters (31 -41 02, 331 -4101)-automotive filters are not good for an 4-1/8" 
bore V-Series engine. 



PERFORMANCE ISSUES 

10- Excessive Oil Carryover-Make sure the oil tank is not overfull. 

11- Excessive Oil Carryover-Verify that the check valve is working 
breather system. 

properly in the head 

12- Excessive Oil Carryover-Check for a bad ring seal that could cause extremely high 
crankcase pressure and do a leak-down test. 

13- Low Oil Pressure at Idle-There are a number of things to look for in this case including; idle 
is set too low (below 1000 RPM), using too light of an oil viscosity or a piston oiler is stuck open. 

14- Low Oil Pressure after Putting an Aftermarket Relief Spring Cap On-Put the S&S part back 
in place and retest. 

15- Loud Tappet Noise-If you have loud tappet noise, hard starting or a rough running engine, 
check your pushrod adjustments. 

16- Excessive Smoking at Idle-Check for a vacuum leak in the engine and oil tank. Potential 
sources can be at the sprocket shaft seal , crank position sensor or a bad gasket seal. Test this 
by using a vacuum gauge on the oil tank vent line or the cap itself. You should have at least 
five inches of Mercury showing . 

17- Wrong Rocker Gaskets-They can cause a pressure build-up in the engine and oil tank that 
will blow the dipstick out. 

1- Poor Mid-Range Performance--4-1/8" bore V-Series engines are designed to make their best 
power with a high-performance designed pipe. If your bike was built with, or you recently 
installed, a set of custom pipes with visual appeal in mind, try installing a performance pipe to 
check the results. 

2- Constant Plug Fouling-All too often our Tech Line gets calls about this. In 90% of the cases 
they find the engine is equipped with a set of gadget-style spark plugs or wires. Try installing 
a standard performance plug wire and a set of Champion®, NGK or H-D® plugs. Also confirm 
that the fast idle lever is fully seated. 

3- Engines Runs Rich when Warm-Take a look at the fast idle lever and confirm that it is 
fully seated . If so, remove the fast idle assembly and check the seal to ensure that it is in 
good condition . 

4- Plugs Foul Frequently-Frequent short rides and starting the engine and shutting it off quickly 
will cause carbon build-up on the plugs. 

5- High Pitched Popping on Deceleration-Check for an exhaust leak or crack in the seam of 
your exhaust pipes. 

6- Runs Rough and Low Horsepower--4-1/8" bore V-Series engines were designed to run 
best with our S&S Cycle air intake on them. If you have switched to a forward facing unit 
or a velocity stack, switch the unit back to the original S&S and retest the bike. If this 
confirms the issue, you can try removing the alternate bowl vent in your S&S carb and then 
try running the aftermarket filter system again . 

7- Engine Dies when it Heats Up-Check the gas tank and cap to assure they are vented. Verify 
that the fuel line leading to the carburetor is covered with the S&S protective sleeve and it is 
not routed too low between the cylinders. Either of these conditions can cause a vapor lock 
and shut down the fuel supply. 

8- Stalling when Sitting in Traffic-If your carburetor is being heat-soaked due to minimal air 
circulation, removing the alternate fuel bowl vent should help. 

9- Low Horsepower after Exhaust Removal-If you replace the exhaust gaskets in your 4-1/8" 
bore V-Series engine with traditional stock H-D gaskets a portion of the exhaust port may be 
blocked. S&S has exhaust gaskets specifically designed for 4-1/8" bore V-Series engines. 

10- Excessive Black Smoke on Acceleration-This is typically caused by the accelerator pump 
having too much positive adjustment-try turning it in 1/2 a turn at a time until you find a spot 
where acceleration is still good and the smoking stops. 

11- Engine Breaks up under Acceleration-This condition is sometimes caused by the overflow 
line being plugged up or not connected to the carburetor. Another cause is the use of drag 
pipes that do not provide enough back pressure. 
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12- Engine Runs Rich all the Time-If you have installed an aftermarket fast idle lever, there is a 
possibility it does not depress as far as the original S&S® unit. Try swapping t he stock piece back 
in place and see how the engine performs. 

13- Low Performance with 1ST-Make sure there is no mechanical noise (i .e. horn hitting the 
cylinder fins) to throw off the knock sensor feedback. 

There are a number of things that can cause a 4-1/8" bore V-Series engine to perform below 
expectations, they are: 

1- Ignition timing is incorrect: 111 ci (30°), 117ci (28°), 124ci (26°) 

2- Clogged, dirty air filter. 

3- A worn or slipping clutch . 

4- A big (200 or bigger) rear tire and low tire pressure. 

5- Cosmetic designed exhaust pipes that are not performance engineered. 

6- Drag pipes. These only help produce peak numbers, but low and mid-range performance 
will suffer. 

7- Poorly adjusted throttle cables that do not open the throttle plate all the way. 

8- Stock Harley-Davidson® size fuel supply valve or filter. 

9- Incorrect carburetor jetting. 

1- If you have a problem with engine performance and are running VFI, please contact the S&S 
Tech Line or check www.sscycle.com to find the closest VFI Tuning Center in your area . 

1- How to Tell if They Work-If your engine turns over and then starts, they work. You can 
physically tell by placing your finger on top of each release and cranking the engine over. You 
will feel the release drop into place if it is working properly. 

2- Compression Release Seal Concerns-Start with a leak down test in each cylinder. If you see 
a dramatic difference in one cylinder to the other, plan to remove the releases to verify their 
seal. It is easiest to remove the releases after the rocker boxes are off. Inspect the release for 
signs of carbon build-up that can cause them to stick-dean the carbon off and reinstall them. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

S&S® SUPER STOCK® CYLINDER HEADS FOR 4-1/8" BORE V-SERIES ENGINES 

1. Cylinder head- S&S 4-1/8" bore V-Series 

Natural ... .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... ...... ... ..... .... ... ...... ... ... ... 90-1360 
Black ... ....... .... ............... .... .......... .......................... ... 90-1361 
Polished ........ ................ ...... .... .... ... .. ...... .......... .. ... ... 90-1362 
Special order ............................................... ...... ... ... 90-1013 

2. Valve 

Intake 

2.000" diameter ......................... ............... .. ... ... 90-2000 
2.000" diameter +.085" ............ ... ... ... ... ......... ... 90-2004 

Exhaust 

1.605" diameter .......... .... .................................. 90-2001 
3. Valve seat 

Intake- 2.000" diameter ............... .. ...................... 90-2002 

Exhaust - 1.605" diameter ...... ...... ..... ..... ... ... ....... .. 90-2003 
4. Valve guide- Intake or Exhaust 

Standard (H-0#18112-92) ...... ............ ....................... 90-2210 
+.001" (H-0#18130-83() ...... ...... ....... ....... .......... ...... . 90-2211 
+.002" (H-0#18133-83A) ... ...... ........... ... ..... ...... .. ... ... 90-2212 

+.003" (H-0#18131-83() .... .. .. .. .. ... ...... ..... .. ............... 90-2213 
+.030" ...... ..... ...... .. .... .... .. .... ... ... ....... ... ...... ..... .... ... ... 90-2219 

5. Valve spring shim 

.015" ....... ... .. .... .. ... .... .. ... ................... .. ..... .............. .. 90-2086 

.030" ..... .. .. ....... .. .. .. .. .. ...... .. ... .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... ................ 90-2087 
6. Valve guide seal - intake or exhaust 

(Not included in valve spring kit) 

(H-0#18001-83A) (8 Pack) ....................... .. ... .. ............. 90-2158 

7. Valve spring kit 

640" lift- titanium top collars .......... .. ............ .... .. 90-2078 

8. Keeper, valve spring, intake/exhaust.. ........ ....... 90-2094-5 
9. Head bolt assembly (Includes head bolt washer) 

111" (Includes washer .100") ............ .... ........ ...... .. 93-3030 

117" (Includes washer .250") .......................... ...... 93-3037 
124" (Includes washer .250") .. .. ................... ......... 93-3037 

10. Head bolt washer 

100" ......... ......... ... ..... .. ........ ......... .... ...... ......... ... ...... 50-7088 
.250" (H-0#6016) .... .... .... .. .... .. .. .. ... ... ... ... ... .......... ..... 50-7091 

11. Exhaust port stud (H-0#16715-83) .. .. ........ .............. 50-0493 

12. Lock washer- '/,6' (H-0#7041) .. .... .... .... .. .. ............... 50-7032 
13. Nut, flanged - '/,6' -24 (H-0 #7593) 

Zinc .. ..... .. ...... ... ... .. ... ..... ............. ... ... .... ... .... .... .... . 50-5025-5 
Chrome ......... ... ...... ............ ................ .. ................ 50-5030-5 

14. Exhaust pipe gasket (H-0#65324-83) .. .... .. ............ 106-5029 

15. Intake manifold 

111 ci .... .......................................... .......... ................ 16-2594 

117ci ............ .... .. ............................. ............. .. ... ....... 16-2595 
124ci .................... ...... ............................ .. .. .... .......... 16-2596 

16. Manifold mounting screw 

SH - 5/,6'-18 X%" (H-0#3201WA) ................ ......... 50-0302-5 
HH- Y,6'-18 x 1" (H-0#3987,4017) .................. .. .. .... 50-0108 

17. Flat washer - Yt6' (H-0#6016,6702) .... .. .. .... .. .... ........ 50-7034 
18. Manifold mounting flange 

Front (H-0#27009-86A) ... .. ............................ : ..... .... .. 16-0232 
Rear (H-0 #27010-86A) .............. .. .. ........ .... .. .... .... ...... 16-0233 

Set of two ...... ............................ ... ... ....... ........ ...... 106-3516 
19. Manifold o-ring ................ .... .... .. .. .. .... .... .. .............. 16-0235 
20. Head gasket- 4~ " bore V-Series 

Micropore ..... ........................................... ........... 93-1047-5 

21. Alignment dowel, base and head .......... ...... .... .... . 50-8177 
22. Plug, HH - 14mm 

Use when compression releases are not installed. 

.......................... ...... .. ... ..... ............ ... ................... 90-4916 
23. Washer, compression -14mm- .507" x .705" x .047" 

... ........... .. ... .... .... .................... .................... ......... 50-7094 

24. Head mount bolt %"-16 x 1'.4 " 

(H-0#4716W) .......... ... ... ............. ..... .................. ... ...... 50-0168 
25. Flat washer-%" (H-0#6019) ........ .... .......... ............ . 50-7051 
26. Vent hose fitting 

Front, Y,, "-27 pipe .................... .. ............ .... .... ........ 50-8117 
Rear, ~ " -27 pipe ............. ..... .. .. .......... ..... ... ...... .. ..... 50-8115 

27. Check valve .. ........ .......... .......... ... ........ .. ........ .......... 50-8122 

.585" LIFT SIDEWINDER® VALVE SPRINGS 

28. Valve spring shim 

.015 " ................. ... ..... ... .............. .. ...... .. ... ... .......... .... 90-2086 

.030" ......... ... .... ...... .. ........... ... ....................... ... ........ 90-2087 
29. Collar, Bottom, Steel ...... .. ... ... ..... ........................ 90-2071A 
30. Collar, Top, Stee1 ................ ......... ......... ................... 90-2070 
31. Valve Keeper ...... .... ................ ... ..... .................... . 90-2094-5 

32. Valve spring kit 

585" lift Sidewinder .... ... .... .......... ................ .......... 90-2069 

All reference to H-D® part numbers is for identification purposes only. We in no way 
are implying that any of 5&5 Cycle's products are original equipment parts or that they 
are equivalent to the corresponding H-D® part number shown. 
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All reference to H-D® part numbers is for identification 
purposes only. We in no way are implying that any of S&S 
Cycle's products are original equipment parts or that they are 
equivalent to the corresponding H-D® part number shown. 

S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION CRANKCASE FOR 4-1/8" BORE V-SERIES ENGINES 

1. Crankcase assembly, half ... ... ..... ....... ...... ..... ..... .... ... ...... N/ A 4. Retaining ring, main bearing BT 

2. Race, right main bearing, All 5&5 BT (H-0#11177, 11177A) .. ............ .. .... .. ...... .... .... .. ........ .. .. 50-8057 

Standard (H-0#24599-588) ... ...... ........ ...... ...... .. .. ... ... 31-4004 5. Cam needle bearing assembly BT (H-0#9058) .... .. . 31-4009 

+.002" 0.5. (H-0#24600-588) .. .. .... .. .. ...... .. .... ...... .... 31-4006 6. Washer, cam lock - BT 

+.005 " 0 .5. (H-0#24601 -588) .................................. 31 -4007 1936-'47, 1958-'99 OHV .... .. ........ .. .. .... .. .. ............ . 106-4528 
+.025" 0 .5 . .... ...... ....... ... ..... .. .................... ... ....... .... . 31-4028 (H-0#25550-57) ........... .. ..... ... ... ...... ........ .... ... ..... ..... ... 33-5201 
Clearanced for .798" lift 1984-'99 style cam with 1" base circle 7. Cam thrust washer- BT 

Standard .... ... ... .... ... ... .... ... .... .... .. ... ..... ... ..... .... .... ... .. 31-4024 .050" (H-0#25550-36) .. .... ...... .... .. .. ...... ..... ....... ....... . 33-5200 

+.005 " 0 .5 . ..... ...... .... ... ........................................... . 31-4027 .055" (H-0#25551 -36) .... ........................ ... .. ........ .. ... 33-5202 

+.030 " 0 .5 . ........... ....... ...... ...... .. .. ... ......................... 31-4030 .060" (H-0#25552-36) ....... .. .... .. ... ... ...... ... .. .. ... ... .... .. 33-5203 

3. Right main bearing assembly BT .065" (H-0#25553-36) .... ... .... .... ....... .... .. .................. 33-5204 

White (H-0#24626-87) ............... ...... .......... ..... .......... 31-4005 .070" (H-0#25554-36) .. ... ...... ... .. ... ... ................. ...... .33-5205 

Green (H-0#24628-87) .... ................ ..... ... ... ..... .... .. ... . 31-4016 .075" ....... .. .... ................................ .. ... ........ .. .... .. ...... 33-5206 

Red (H-0#24641 -87) ........ .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .......... .. .... .. .. ... 31-4017 .080" .. ........ .. .... .. .... .... ......... .. .. ........ ..... ..... .. ... .... .. .... 33-5207 

Blue (H-0#24643-87) .... ................ .. ... ... ....... ... ... ..... .. 31-4018 .090" ... ... ...... ...... ......... .. ......... ................ ... ..... ... ...... . 33-5209 
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S&S® SPECIAL APPLICATION CRANKCASE FOR 4-1/8" BORE V-SERIES ENGINES 

8. Left Tim ken® main bearing assembly 

1936-'99 S&S BT cases (H-0#9028) ...... .. ............ ..... . 31-4013 
9. Spacer, drive sprocket 

1936-'64 S&S BT cases ........... ........... ... ......... .... ... ... 31-4014 
1965-'99 S&S BT cases (H-0#24002-70) .. ...... .. .. ... .... . 31-4011 

10. Seal, sprocket shaft oil 1936-'99 S&S BT cases 

(H-0#120268) ...... .. ........... ... .. .. ... .. ....... .............. ... ...... 31-401 0 
11 . Bushing, oil pump shaft - All S&S BT cases 

Standard (H-0#24641 -36) ... ... ..... .... .......... ........ ..... ... 31-4008 
.040" O.S .. .. ... .. ... ........... .... .. ............ .... ... ... .... .... ...... 31-4003 

12. Tappet guide assembly- with HL2 T Kit .... ....... ... .... 33-5353 
13. Screw, 12 pt. DHH X" -20 x W' 

(H-0#3770) ................. .............. .... ... .. ....... ... .......... .... 50-0068 
14. Gasket, tappet guide- 1948-'99 BT 

Front (H-0#18634-48() .............. .... .......... ... .... ...... .. . 33-5302F 
Rear (H-0#18633-480) ... .. ... ........ .. ... .. ... .. ........ ....... 33-5302R 
Set ... .... ........... ......... .... ... ... ............ .... .. ... ... ... ... ....... .. 33-5302 

15. Crankcase oil screen - 1948-'99 BT 

(H-0#24981-70) ... ......... .... ... .. ... .. ..... ... ............. ......... .. 31-2010 
16. Crankcase oil screen spring- 1948-'99 big twin 

(H-0#24982-70) ............ .. ... ............ .. ........ ... ... ... ... ... 31-2011-S 
17. Cover screw o-ring - 1948-up S&S BT 

(H-0#11105) .. .. ... .. .. .... ... .... .................. ... .. ... ....... .... .. .. 50-8005 
18. Cover screw - 1948-'99 S&S BT 

(H-0#26263-80) ... .. .. ............... .... ... ... .. ... ... ................. 31-6021 
19. Cylinder stud 

1936-'84 BT Standard .. .. ......... .. ... ... .. ...... .. ... ....... 31-2328-S 
1936-'84 BT + 5/,6' longer ........ .. .. ....................... 31-2324-S 
1984-up BT (H-0#16837-85C) ....... .. ...... ... .. . .. ....... 31-2321-S 
1984-up BT with +.500" cases 

(H-0#16832-86A) ........ ..... ... ............... ...... ............... 31-2331-S 
20. Crankcase Hardware 

Special Application Crankcases 

4-1/8" Bore Cases Manufactured Before 6-1-08) 

(Positions 1 - 4) Alignment Stud 

Alignment Stud, s;,, " -24 x 6'/,, "" 31-2034 

(Positions 5 & 6) 

Screw, HHCS, Y,, " -18 x 3:;.; " .. ... .. ............. .............. 50-0117 
Screw, HHCS, Y,, " -18 x 3W , chrome ..... .. .. .... .... 50-0254-S 

(Position 7) 

Screw HHCS, s;,, " -24 x 5" 

Zinc (H-D#3430) .................. ... ........ ............. .... ...... 50-0119 
Chrome .... .. .... ... .... .............. ................ ....... .. ... ... . .50-0253-S 

(Position 8) 

Screw HHCS, X " -28 x 5W .. ................. .. .. ..... .. .... .. 50-0090 
Screw HHCS, X" -28 x 5W, chrome .. .. .. .. ........ .. 50-0252-S 

4-1/8" Bore Cases Manufactured After 6-1-08 

(Positions 1- 7) 

1936-'69 S&S BT cases & S&S BT SA cases 

Screw, HHCS, Y,, " -18 x 3W zinc .... ................ ....... 50-0117 
Screw, HHCS, Y,, " -18 x 3W , chrome ........ .. ....... 50-0254-S 

(Position 8) 

Screw HHCS, X" -28 x 5W zinc ....... ................ .. .. .. 50-0090 
Screw HHCS, X" -28 x 5W' chrome .................. .. 50-0252-S 

21. Nut, Hex- X" -28 (H-0#7675, 7676, 7683) ................ 50-5011 
22. Washer, flat - X " x %" x Y,, " 

Zinc (H-0#6245) .. ... ... ... .. ... .. ......... ... ...... ... ... .. .. ....... ... 50-7021 
Chrome ..................... ... ........ ... ... ... ........ .. .. ... .. .. .... 50-7104-S 

23. Nut, hex - Y,, " -24 zinc (H-0#7833) .. .. ............. ........ . 50-5023 
Nut, hex - Y,, " -24 chrome .. .... .. .. ... .. .... .. .. ............ 50-5029-S 

24. Washer, flat - Y,, " x 1 Y,, " x Y,, " 

(H-0#6016, 6702) ... .. ... ... ....... .................................... . 50-7034 
25. Plug, timing hole (H-0#720) ............. .... .. ... ... ... ..... .. 31-2005 
26. Drain plug 

Manufactured before 5-1-2000 - %" -18 NPT ....... 31-2006 
Manufactured after 5-1-2000 - W -20 thread ...... 50-8335 

27. Fitting, it " x it" pipe male/female .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. ... . 50-8112 
28. Oil pressure switch (H-0#26561 -84) 

(Includes: 1 each switch, nut, lock washer.) .. .. .. .. .. 31-2016 
29. Fitting, oil line - .375" x it" -27 

(H-D#62484-81) .. ...... .. ... ......... ....... .. ..... ..... .. .... ....... 31-2021 
30. Plug, SH pipe - it" -27 (H-0#45839-48) .. ..... .... .. ..... . 50-8331 
31. Fitting, primary oil return (H-0#63533-65) ........ .... . 31-2019 
32. Fitting, 45° hose- X " pipe male x %" male hose 

(H-0#16302-81) ...................... .. .......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. .. 50-8113 
33. Plug, SH pipe, X" -18, 1965-'69 S&S BT 

(H-0#45830-48) ........... .... ... .... ..... ... .... .... ... ... .. .. ... .. ..... 50-8330 
34. Fitt ing, hose- W -27 pipe male 

(H-0#63533-41) ............ .. .. .......... .. ...... .. ...................... 50-8115 
35. Dowel pin, .250" diameter x W (1970-up S&S BT) 

(H-0#358) .. .... .. ..... .. .............. .. .... .... ...... ...... ............ .. 50-8022 
36. Screw, SHC - 10-24 x 1 " (Stator) N/S 

(H-0#2720) ............ ... ................ .. ... .......... .. ...... ....... ... 50-0044 
37. Screw, SHS - 10-24 x s;,, " - (Stator plug clamp) N/S 

.... ... .. .. ... ... .... ... ..... ... .... .. ..... ... ..... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . 50-0045 
38. Gearcover 

Billet 

Chrome .... .... ........................ ... ... ...... ... ...... ... ...... 31-0335 
Polished .......... ... ... ... ... ..... .. ..... .. ... ............. .. ..... 106-4211 

Cast (Natura1) .... .............................. ... ... ... .............. . 31-0203 
1ST Billet 

Chrome ... ... ............... .. ..... ......................... .. .... ... 31-0335 
Polished ........ ...... .. .. .................................. ....... 106-4211 

39. Gearcover gasket 1970-up S&S BT 

(H-0#25225-708, 25225-93) ....... .. ... ........... .......... ...... .. 31-2031 
40. Ring, main bearing retaining, (N/S) 1970-u p S&S SA big 

twin cases with 1 w· diameter sprocket shaft 

.. .... ... ... ........ ...... .. ... ...... .................. ... ................. . 31-4001 
41. Gasket, CPS hole (obsolete) .. .. .. .................................... N/ A 

42. Cover, CPS hole .............. ............. ... ... ............ ...... 31-2056-S 
43. Screw, Torx, 8-32 x %" ....... .. ...... ... ... ... ... ... ......... 50-0054-S 
44. CPS hole plug ............ ....... ....... .. ... ... ... ............. ..... 106-1184 
45. 0-ring .......... ... .... ........ ..... ...... ... ... .... ... ... ....... ......... .. 50-8270 
46. CPS hole plug kit.. .... .................. .. ... .......... ...... ..... 1 06-2997 
NOTE: (NS) Not Shown 
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SUPER E & G CARBURETOR 

1. Carb body assembly 

1 ~ " E .... ..... ........ ............... ... ...... ......... ......... ...... 11-2381 

2Y,• " G .......... ... .......... ... .... ... ............................... 11-2390 

2. Throttle shaft 

1W' E (Includes 2 plate screws) ....... .. ......... ..... 11-2383 

2Y.6' G (Includes 2 plate screws) .. .. .................. 11-2483 

3. Throttle plate screw - 2 required ................. 50-0055-S 

4. Thrott le plate 

1 ~ " E ................................................................. 11 -2055 

2Y.• " G .................................... ...... .... ................. 11-2355 

5. Throttle return spri ng ................ ...................... 11-2382 

6. Throttle spoo1 .......... .. ....................................... 11-2385 

7. Throttle shaft lock washer - 2 required ......... 50-7071 

8. Throttle shaft nut - 2 required ........... .. ........... 11-2350 

9. Throttle shaft nylon washer .......... .. .... .. .......... 50-7050 

10. Pump actuator lever ........................................ 11-2376 

11 . Actuator spring ........... ................. .. ............... 11-2375-S 

12. Pump actuator arm ............................... ........... 11-2377 

13. Id le mixture screw ........................ .... ................ 11-2354 

14. Idle mixture screw spring ................ ... .... ......... 11-2052 

15. Idle speed screw ....................... .. .. .................... 50-0038 

16. Pump adjustment screw ......................... ......... 50-0039 

17. Idle speed/pump adjuster spring .................... 11-2048 

18. Pl unger nut.. ....................................... ... .. ......... 11-2344 

19. Plunger spri ng ......................... .... .... .. ............... 11-2340 

20. Fast idle plunger ........ .. .................................... 11-2343 

21. Cable guide assembly 

For use with butterfly style cables ...... .... ........ 11-2339 

For use w ith CV cables 

(Constant velocity style) .................................. 11-2338 

2004-06 XL .................................... .... ....... ......... 11-2337 

22. Cable clamp/float pin screw ............................ 50-0041 

23. 0-ring 

1 ~ " E ........... .......... ...... ..... ... .................. ............ 50-8016 

2Y.• " G ............................. ............ .. .... ....... .......... 50-8015 

24. Bellows seal .......... ..... ..... ..... ..... ... .... .. ..... ... ....... 11-2266 

25. Bowl vent pl ug ............... .. .. ... ..... ... .. .. .. .. .. ......... 50-0105 

26. Main discharge tube .................. ...................... 11-2085 

27. Ma in jet - .040" standard 

27a.A ir bleed- .040" standard 

28. Intermediate jet - See S&S Catalog 

29. Bowl gasket .................. .. .................................. 11-2386 

30. Float ................... .. .... .. ....... ... .. .................. .. ....... 11-2187 

31. Float pin ........... ... ................ ... .................. ....... .. 11-2369 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

32. Bowl screw 

10-24 x %"- 3 required .. ...... ...... .. .. .. .... .. ... ....... 50-0034 

10-24 x 2%" - 1 required .. ...... .. ............... .. .... .. 50-0040 

33. Carb bowl assembly ........ .. ........ ... .... .. .... .... ...... 11-2388 

34. Bowl plug .......... ....................... ....... .. ............... 11-2090 

35. Seat 0 -ring * (Required w/11-2465 and 

11 -2466 only when replaces 360° 

style fuel inlet.) ............................... .......... .. ..... 50-8009 

36. Needle 

1 ~ " E & 2Y.6' G .... .. ..... ......... .. ............... .. ........... 11-2195 

Racing only ........................ .. .. .. .. .. .................... 11-2197 

37. Seat 

a) 1 ~ " E & 2Y.6' G (Replaces 11-2347) 

Uses 11 -2195 needle .. .. ... ...... .. ...... .. ...... ...... . 11-2465 

Rac ing only (Replaces 11-2348) 

Uses 11-2197 needle .................. ......... .. ....... 11-2466 

Rac ing only -threaded fuel inlet, 

.157" ID for Super E or G 

Uses 11 -2195 needle ...................... .. .. .. ...... .. 11-2395 

Rac ing only -threaded fuel inlet, 

.235 " ID for Super E or G 

Uses 11 -2197 needle ................. .. ............ .. .. . 11-2396 

b) Permeation Compliant fuel inlet seat 

Super E or G. Uses part# 11-2195 needle. 

.. .............................. ....... .. ....... .............. .. .... 106-2011 

38. Ejector nozzle 0 -ring .. ...... ... .............. .. ...... ...... 50-8011 

39. Pump pushrod .......... ....... .. .. .................... ..... .. .. 11-2373 

40. Ball check - 2 required ..... ....... ... .. ........ .. ...... .... 50-8090 

41 . Ball check spring ...... .. ... .............. .......... .. ....... .. 11-2374 

42. Pump cap 0-ring - 2 required ................ ......... 50-8012 

43. Pump cap assembly .. .. ....................... .............. 11-2389 

44. Overflow hose per 24" ........................ ... ...... 19-0262-S 

45. Pump cap screw 8-32- 2 required .................. 50-0042 

46. Diaphragm spring ............................................ 11-2275 

47. Diaphragm .................... .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .... ............ . 11-2282 

48. Gasket, backplate ............ .. ......... .. ........... .. ..... 106-1724 

49. Enrichment device 

(Use with air horn only.) ........ .. ............. ..... ..... . 11-2084 

50. a) Fuel I i ne w/90° bend * 19" 

Use with part #11 -2465 or 77-2466 ....... ...... 19-0475 

b) Permeation Compliant straight, 

311 " X .563" X 17.5" 

Use with part #106-2011, 90° seat ............ 106-1737 

51. Fuel line insulator- 12" section, NS ...... ......... 19-0172 
NOTE: (NS) Not Shown 

* Early Super E & G Ca rburetors equipped with a 360° fue l in let t hat require service must be converted to t he 
bottom feed style fuel in let. To update product ion Super E and G carburetors equipped with a 360° style inlet 
use parts 50-8009 0 -ring (1 each) 11 -2465 seat (1 each) and fuel line (1 each) 19-0475. To update any Super 
E or G ca rb equipped w ith a 360° racing size in let style use parts 50-8009 0 -ring (1 each) 11-2466 seat (1 each) 
and fue l line (1 each) 19-0475. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

VFI INDUCTION SYSTEM 

1. Kit, Hardware, 
Manifolds/Throttle Body, S&S® VFI ................. 55-5022 

Kit Contains: 
a. Screw, hex-head, ;;,. " -18 x 1 " 

(2 each) ....... ................ ..... .. .................. .......... 50-0108 

b. Screw, socket-head cap, ;;,. "-18 x 1" 
(2 each) ... ...... ... .. .......... ..... .. .......... .. ............... 50-0101 

c. Screw, socket-head cap, X"-20 x ~ " 

(4 each) ........ ...................... .................. ..... .. ... 50-0025 

d. Screw, button-head cap, X" -20 x %" 

(2 each) .. .... .... .. .................................. ... .. ...... .... In Kit 

e. Screw, hex-head, MS x .80, 16mm 

(2 each) .............. ............ .. ................ ................. In Kit 
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2. Kit, 0-rings, 
Magneti Marelli® & Delphi® S&S VFI ............... 55-5020 

Kit Contains: 

a. 0-ring, pressure regulator, small (-1 07*) 
(1 each) .............. .................................. ........ ...... In Kit 

b. 0-ring, pressure regulator, large (-117*) 
(1 each) .......................... .................................. .. In Kit 

c. 0-ring, fuel fitting, bottom (-112*) 
(2 each) ...................................... .. ........... .... .... .. .In Kit 

d . 0-ring, fuel fitting, center (-11 1 *) 
(2 each) .................... .......... ...... .... .... .... ........ ...... In Kit 

e. 0 -ring, fuel fitting, top (-1 09*) 
(2 each) .......... .......... ...... ........ .... .................. .. .... In Kit 

f. 0 -ring, fuel line, screw-in style (-011 *) 
(2 each) (not shown) ................ ...................... ... In Kit 

g. 0 -ring, fuel injectors (-203*) 
(4 each) ................ .... .............. ........ .... .. .............. In Kit 

h. 0 -ring, idle air control motor (-018*) 
(1 each) .. .. .................. .. .................. .............. ...... In Kit 

i. Retaining ring, fuel fitting 
(2 each) .... ...................................... .. .. .. ... .. .... .. ... In Kit 

3. Kit, Gaskets, S&S VFI ........................................ 55-5021 

Kit Contains: 

a. Gasket, manifold to head 
(2 each) ...... ............ ........ .. .. ...... ...................... .... In Kit 

b. Gasket, throttle body 
(2 each) ...... ............ ............ .............. .. .... .. .......... In Kit 

c. Gasket, intake air temperature sensor 
(1 each) .... ........ ................ ................................ .. In Kit 

4. Throttle body (black) ...... ............ ...................... 16-5030 

5. Fuel rail 

6. 
7. 
8. 

9. 

Magneti Marelli Style 
1995-'01 (except 2001 Harley-Davidson® Softail®) 

....... .... .. ..... .. ....... .............. ............. .. ... ..... .. ...... 16-5039 
Delphi Style 
2002-up & 2001 Softail ................ .. ................... 16-5073 

Fuel injector, 31 .3 lbs/hr .... ...... .... ..... ... .. .. ...... .. .. 55-5005 

Idle air control motor .......... .... ......................... 55-5008 

Manifolds - See the S&S Catalog 

Existing stock parts are shown for assembly purposes 

(*Per ANSI/SAE AS568) 



VFI TUNED INDUCTION SYSTEM 

S&S® VFI Runner Hardware Kit .......... ...... ............... 55-5023 

Kit Contains: 

1. Screw, socket-head cap, X" -20 x %" 
(1 each) .. .. .... ...... ... ........ ..... ..... ........ .... ...... ........... 50-0071 

2. Screw, socket-head cap, X" -20 x )(; " 
(1 each) ...... ... ...... .............. ....... .. ....... ...... ............. 50-0025 

3. Screw, 12 point drive, X" -20 x )(; " 
(2 each) ......................................................... ...... . 50-0068 

4. Screw, button-head cap, Y,6' -18 x %" 
(2 each) .... ...... .......... ... ................ .. ....... ..... ... .... .. ... ...... N/ A 

5. Bracket, support 

Chrome ....... ......................... .... ..... .......... .... ..... .... 16-5014 

6. Kit, case breather 4-1/8" bore V-Series (N5) ..... 31-2077 

7. Air filter, with clamp 

Stainless cap, conical, 2~6' I.D. x 4" 
Red (1 each) ........ ....... .... ... .. .. ..... ....... ...... ....... ...... 17-1020 

Blue (1 each) ..... .... .. .. ... .. .... ............ ............... ....... 17-1023 

8. Filter oil, 8 ounce (NS) 

Red ...... ...... .. ......... ..... ....... .... ............... .... ... ... ... .. 106-1163 

Blue ... ......... .. ........ .. ........... .. ........................... .. .... 106-1164 

9. Intake runner kit-
contains runner, filter, hardware & bracket 

Intake runner 
Black .. ... .... ...... ..... .. ...... .. .. .... ... .... ... ........ ......... ...... 17-5052 

Burnished ................. .... .. .... ..... ......... ...... .... ..... ..... 17-5051 
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10. Head breather hardware kit (N$) ........... ........... 17-0462 

Replacement parts for hardware kit: 

11. Shims 
1993-'99 BT & 1999-up BT 
%" x .025" (4 each) .... ...... .... .... ........ ... .................. 50-7113 
%" x .050" (4 each) .. ..... ... ....... ..... .... ... .... ............. 50-7114 
%" x .075" (4 each) .............. ... ..... .. .... .. .... ..... .. .... . 50-7115 

12. Seals, breather screw 
1993-'99 BT & 1999-up BT 

Washer, .520" (6 each) ... .... .............. ........... ... ..... 50-7055 
Washer, .380" (2 each) .. ... .. ... .......... .... .. .......... ... . 50-7054 

13. Screw, vent fitting (2 required) 

1993-'99 BT, W' .. ... .. ...... .. ..... .... .. .... .. ..... ...... .. .... 17-0347 

1999-up BT, %" ....... ... ... ... ... ... ............ .... .. .. .. ...... 17-0345 

14. Breather fitting ........... ... ........ ..... .... ....... ... ....... 17-0350 

15. Screw, support bracket .. ... ....... .. ........ ...... .... ... ..... . 17-0346 

16. Hose, breather vent .. ... .. ..... ..... .... .... ..... ....... .... 17-0339 

NOTE: (NS) Not Shown 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

TEARDROP INDUCTION SYSTEM 

Teardrop Air Cleaner Kit-
Dual Bore VFI- Chrome .......................................... 17-0413 
Super E/G- Chrome, Black or Desperado ............. 17-0416 

Kits contains following parts and appropriate hardware kit: 
1. Cover, air cleaner 

Chrome ..... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ... .... .. ... .. .. ... ....... .. 17-0378 
Black ........................................ .. .. .. .................... 17-0384 
Desperado ........................... ............................. 17-0004 

2. Air filter element ............ ............................... 106-4722 

3. Backplate 
a. Billet .......... .... ...... ...... ....... ...... ... ... ... .. ..... ........... .. N/A 

b. BT 1984-'92, S&S 4-1/8" bore 
Manufactured before 1-1-03 ........... ..... ......... 17-0380 
4-1/8 " bore - manufactured after 1-1-03 ..... 17-0387 

Hardware Kit for S&S Dual Bore VFI (17-0413) .... 17-0461 

Kit Contains: 
4. Spacer, hex, short (1 Each) .... ... ............................. N/ A 

5. Spacer, hex, long (2 Each) ...... .............................. . N/ A 

6. Screw, socket head cap, X" -20 x %" 

(6 Each) ...... .............. .................. ....... .... ...... ..... 50-0067 

7. Screw, socket head cap, X"-20 x 1X" 
(1 Each) .................. .. ............. .... .. .. ............ ........ 50-0008 

8. Screw, AC cover (3 Each) .................. ..... .. ........ 50-0072 
Black ...... ........................... .. .... ..................... .. 50-0310-S 
TOV style ......... ...... ....................... .............. ....... 50-7055 

9. Nut, X-20 (1 Each) ........... ... ...... .... ... ........ .. ...... ....... N/ A 

10. Washer, flat (1 Each) ........ ... ... .... .. .. ........... .. ..... 50-7021 

11. Bracket (1 Each) ......... ... .............. .. .. .. ....... ....... . 17-0308 
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Hardware Kit for S&S Super E/G (17-0416) ...... .... 17-0460 

Kit Contains: 

12. Backplate screw ........................... .... .............. 1 06-2084 

13. Fast idle nylon washer ...... ..... ... ....................... 50-7036 

14. Fast idle lever ...... ............................................. 17-0329 

15. Fast idle brass washer .. .............................. .. .... 50-7007 

16. Fast idle lever screw (one required for current backplate) 

............................ ........................................ .................... 50-0041 

17. Shims 

BT 1984-'92, S&S 4-1/8" bore 

11'6' X .018" ........ .. ................ ......... ................ . 50-7038 
11'6' X .030" ........ .. ....... .. .............. ..... .... .... ...... 50-7039 
11'6' X .048" ............................. .. ......... .. .......... 50-7040 
11'6' X .105" .................. ............................ ...... 50-7041 

18. Backplate plug ~ "-27 .......... ....... ..... .. ........ ....... 50-8331 

19. Flatwasher 11'6 " x Y,6 " .......... ... ............................ 50-7034 

20. Mounting bracket bolt 11'6'-18 x 1X" ..... ... ........ 50-0110 

21. Shim, .850" X .325 " X .400" ............................. 50-7027 

22. Fast idle steel washer .. ................. ................... 50-7037 

23. Fast idle friction washer ..... ... .... ................. ..... 50-7035 

*Kit also contains #8 from hardware kit 17-0461 

8 

17-0416 
1984-'92 BT 



OIL PUMP, HVHP 

1. Pump body assembly .... .. .. .. ........... ........ ........ 31-6078 

2. Shaft, idler ..... .. ... .. ................. ..... ..... ......... ..... .31-6080 

3. Seal, driveshaft ........... ..... .. ........ .. ........ ........ 31-6064-S 

4. Gear, return drive, HVHP .... ............... ... ...... ... 31-6075 

5. Gear, return idler, HVHP ............ ... .... .. .. ......... 31-6083 

6. Gear, supply drive, HVHP .. ........ .. .......... .. .. .... 31-6074 

7. Gear, supply idler, HVHP ..................... ........... 31-6081 

8. Shaft, drive (HD#26346-70) .. .. .... ... ................... .. .31-6011 

9. Key, driveshaft ..... .. ..... ........... .. ... ................. 50-8228-S 

9a. Key, 0094" x .313" x .311" .... ..................... 50-8220-S 

10. Plug, ~ "-27 (HD#45830-48) ................ .. .... .. ......... 50-8331 

11. Ball, check valve (HD#8866 & 8873) ...... .. ...... ....... 50-8091 

12. Spring, check valve (HD#26262-80) ........... .. .. ..... 31-6022 

13. Relief valve .. ................................ .. ................. 31-6082 

14. Spring, relief valve (HD#26207-83) ..................... 31-6084 

15. Screw, check valve & relief valve cover 

(HD#26263-80) ... ...... . .. .. . ..... . .... . .. ............ .. ..... ..... . 31-6021 

16. 0-ring (HD#11105) .......................... ........ .. .. ........ 50-8008 

17. Pump cover assembly .... .. ............................... 31-6094 

18. Elbow, supply/return (HD#26338-68) .... .. .......... 106-2682 

19. Fitting, supply/return hose (HD#63533-41) ....... 50-8115 

20. Return fitting, compression (HD#63523-92) ...... 50-8120 

21 . Seal, tubing %" x ~ " O.D. x Y. " Viton ............ 50-8271 

22. Screws, mounting 
Y. "-20 X 2W (SHCS) .. ...... ... ........... .... .... ........... 50-0086 

W -20 X 1W (SHCS) ........ ... .......... ... ..... .......... .. 50-0079 

23. Washer, Y. " .... .. .......... .... .............. .. ...... ... .. ....... 50-7017 

24. Retaining ring (HD#26348-36) .. .... ........ .............. 50-8058 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

25. Retaining ring, external (HD#11002) .... ...... .. .... 50-8059 

26. Gear, pump drive, 24T (HD#26345-73) .... .... .... ... 33-4230 

27. Gear, pinion shaft pump drive 1954-'89 

(HD#26349-73, #26349-73A, 26349-84) .. ............ .... .... .33-4232 

28. Gear, steel breather valve 

Gear only .. ........ ... ..................... ...... .......... ............ 33-4241 

29. Shim, steel breather 

.100" .. ........ ... ........ .... ..... .... .......... ........ .... ... ...... 33-4200 

.110" (HD#25320-79) ............. ........ .... ..... .. .......... .. . 33-4201 

.120" (H 0#25322-79) ............ .......... ......... .. ............. 33-4202 

.130 " (HD#25325-79) .... .. ........... ........... ........ ...... .. . 33-4203 

.140" (HD#25327-79) .... ............... .. .... ... .... ............. 33-4204 

.150" .................................. .... ...... ... .... .... ........ ... 33-4205 

.160" .. ........... .... ...... ..... ........ .. ...... ..... ...... .... ...... . 33-4206 

.170" .. .......... .... ...... .......... .. ...... ....... ....... ........ .. .. 33-4207 

30. Gasket rebuild kit (NS) 

Includes key and retaining ring .................... 31-6299 

31. Master rebuild kit, (NS) 

Includes gasket rebuild kit, seal, retaining ring, 

relief valve spring, check valve spring, check valve, 

ball, and cover screw 0-rings .................... .. .. 31-6300 

NOTE: (NS) Not Shown 

All reference to H-0® part numbers is for identification 
purposes only. We in no way are implying that any of 5&5 
Cycle's products are original equipment parts or that they are 
equivalent to the corresponding H-0® part number shown. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

DIE-CAST ROCKER COVERS FOR 1999-UP BIG TWIN ENGINES 

1. Screw, socket-head X"-20 x :Y. " ..... .. ... ... ........ 50-0067 

2. Washer, flat y.n .............. ........ ...... ... ... .. .. ... ..... 50-7017 

3. Washer, silicone coated y.n ......... ..... ..... ........ 50-7015 

4. Seal, 0-ring 
(Included in gasket kit see #16 below.) 

5. Screw, socket-head, X" -20 x 1" ........ .... ..... 50-0092-S 

6. Screw, socket-head, W -20 x 2" .... ..... .... .... .. . 50-0013 

7. Screw, hex flange head, Y,6' -18 x 2~ " .......... 50-0123 

8. Support, rocker arm .... .. ... .... .. ...... ...... .... ....... 90-4140 

9. Gasket, rocker housing ...... .......... .... .. ....... . 90-4071-S 

10. Housing, rocker- chrome .... ........ .. ... ..... ..... . 90-4107 

11. Screw, socket-head, Y,6'-18 x 1" ....... ....... .. 50-0125-S 

12. Seal, rocker cover 
(Included in gasket kit see #16 below.) 

13. Washer, flat Y,6' ..... ...... .. ........... ... .... ... ..... ..... . 50-7056 

14. Screw, socket-head 5/,6' -18 x 2W .. ..... .... .. .. 50-0115-S 

15. Cover, rocker - chrome .. ... .... ... ...... .... ............ 90-4089 

16. Gasket set - rocker cover, cast (NS) ... ... ..... ... 90-4111 

NOTE: (NS) Not Shown 
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WARRANTY - ASSEMBLED 

LIMITED WARRANTY COMPLETE FACTORY ASSEMBLED 
ENGINES 

Who Is Covered By This Warranty? 

This warranty covers only the original Consumer Purchaser of 
the Complete Factory-Assembled Super Stock Engine (the 
"Engine") and is not transferable. 

What Does This Warranty Cover? 

S&S Cycle, Incorporated (the "Company") warrants this 
Engine to be free from defects in material and workmanship. 
If the Engine or any part thereof becomes defective during 
the warranty coverage period, the Company will, at its 
option, repair or replace the Engine or any, or all, defective 
parts. Repair or replacement of defective parts is the sole and 
exclusive remedy. 

How Long Is The Warranty Coverage? 

The warranty coverage remains in force for a period of 
twelve (12) months from the date that the original 
Consumer Purchaser buys the Engine. Engines specifically 
designed for and sold with the S&S Intelligent Spark 
Technology ignition system are covered by a special twenty 
four (24) month warranty. However, warranty coverage will 
automatically terminate if the original Consumer Purchaser 
sells or otherwise transfers all or any portion of the Engine. 

What Is Not Covered by This Warranty? 

The Company shall not pay or be responsible for the cost of 
shipping the defective Engine or part to the Company for 
service under this warranty, nor will the Company pay for the 
cost of labor to remove and/or replace the defective Engine 
or part. 

Moreover, the Company shall have no obligation under this 
warranty in the event that the Engine becomes defective in 
whole or in part as a result of improper installation, break
in, maintenance, or use, or any other misuse or mistreatment 
of the Engine, including, without limitation, operation of the 
Engine with fuels, oils or lubricants not conforming to 
specifications published by the Company for use in or with 
the Engine or continued operation of the Engine after a 
defect or malfunction occurs or is identified or suspected. 

The Company shall have no obligation under this 
warranty for defects in the Engine's black powdercoat 
finish, when that option is selected, if the defects are 
caused by, but not limited to, negligence of parties other 
than Company; an accident; ordinary wear and tear; 
assembly or d isassembly; power washing; natural 
occurrences like stone chips; bead blasting; improper 
maintenance including the use of any harsh cleaning 
agent, chemical or solvent; and salt or other substances 
used on streets and highways for maintenance and safety. 
This warranty does not cover consumables, that is, those 
parts consumed in the normal operation of the Engine. 
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The Company provides touch-up paint with each 
powdercoated Engine. It is the customer's responsibility to 
repair minor finish damage to prevent or inhibit further 
deterioration . 

It is the responsibility of the original Consumer Purchaser to 
cease operation as soon as a defect or malfunction is 
identified or suspected. The fa ilure to cease operation once 
a defect or malfunction exists can cause substantial damage 
to the Engine that could otherwise be avoided. 

In addition, the Company shall have no obligation under this 
warranty for defects in the Engine caused by alteration 
including, but not limited to, polish ing; powdercoating; 
painting; removing or reconfiguring any components; 
modification, repair, or unauthorized service of the Engine. 

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty if 
the Engine is used in racing or similar competitive activities. 
The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty 
when a competition application, including but not limited to 
a turbocharger, supercharger or nitrous oxide, is used with 
the Engine. Further, the Company shall have no obligation 
under this warranty for any Engine that includes a 
Competition Package Option since the Package is for use in 
racing and similar competitive activities. 

THE COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND DISCLAIMS 
ALL CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF. OR INABILITY TO 
USE, THE ENGINE. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of 
incidental or consequential damages, so the above exclusion 
may not apply to you. 

What Must The Original Consumer Purchaser Do To 
Qualify For Warranty Coverage? 

Within thirty (30) days after the date of purchase of the 
Engine, the original Consumer Purchaser must return a 
completed Owner's Registration Card along with a copy of 
the invoice evidencing such purchase to the Company at the 
following address: 

S&S Cycle, Incorporated 
Attention : Technical Services 
14025 Cty Hwy G, PO Box 215 

Viola, WI 54664 

Phone: 608-627-8324 • Fax: 608-627-1488 
Email : sstech@sscycle.com 

Direct Phone: 608-627-TECH (8324) 

THIS WARRANTY IS VOIDABLE AT THE COMPANY'S OPTION 
IF THE ORIGINAL CONSUMER PURCHASER DOES NOT 
RETURN TO THE COMPANY THE OWNER REGISTRATION 
CARD AND A COPY OF THE INVOICE WITHIN THIRTY (30) 
DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE OF THE ENGINE. 



WARRANTY- UNASSEMBLED 

LIMITED WARRANTY UNASSEMBLED ENGINES 

Who Is Covered By This Warranty? 

This warranty covers only the original Consumer Purchaser of 
the Unassembled Engine, the Factory-Assembled Basic 
Engine or the Factory-Assembled Basic Engine With Options 
(the "Engine") and is not transferable. 

What Does This Warranty Cover? 

S&S Cycle, Incorporated (the "Company") warrants this 
Engine to be free from defects in material and workmanship. 
If the Engine or any part thereof becomes defective during 
the warranty coverage period, the Company will, at its 
option, repair or replace the Engine or any, or all, defective 
parts. Repair or replacement of defective parts is the sole and 
exclusive remedy. 

How Long Is The Warranty Coverage? 

The warranty coverage remains in force for a period of 
twelve (12) months from the date that the original 
Consumer Purchaser buys the Engine. However, warranty 
coverage will automatically terminate if the original 
Consumer Purchaser sells or otherwise transfers all or any 
portion of the Engine. 

What Is Not Covered by This Warranty? 

The Company shall not pay or be responsible for the cost of 
shipping the defective Engine or part to the Company for 
service under this warranty, nor will the Company pay for the 
cost of labor to remove and/or replace the defective Engine 
or part. 

Moreover, the Company shall have no obligation under this 
warranty in the event that the Engine becomes defective in 
whole or in part as a result of improper assembly, 
installation, break-in, maintenance, or use, or any other 
misuse or mistreatment of the Engine, including, without 
limitation, operation of the Engine with fuels, oils or 
lubricants not conforming to specifications published by the 
Company for use in or with the Engine or continued 
operation of the Engine after a defect or malfunction occurs 
or is identified or suspected. 

The Company shall have no obligation under this 
warranty for defects in the Engine's black powdercoat 
finish, when that option is selected, if the defects are 
caused by, but not limited to, negligence of parties other 
than Company; an accident; ordinary wear and tear; 
assembly or disassembly; power washing; natural 
occu rrences like stone chips; bead blasting; improper 
maintenance including the use of any harsh cleaning 
agent, chemical or solvent; and salt or other substances 
used on streets and highways for maintenance and safety. 
This warranty does not cover consumables, that is, those 
parts consumed in the normal operation of the Engine . 

The Company provides touch-up paint with each 
powdercoated Engine. It is the Consumer Purchaser 's 
responsibility to repair minor finish damage to prevent or 
inhibit further deterioration . It is the responsibility of the 
original Consumer Purchaser to cease operation as soon as a 
defect or malfunction is identified or suspected . The failure 
to cease operation once a defect or malfunction exists can 
cause substantial damage to the Engine that could otherwise 
be avoided . 

In addition, the Company shall have no obligation under this 
warranty for defects in the Engine caused by alteration 
including, but not limited to, polishing; powdercoating; 
painting; removing or reconfiguring any components; 
modification, repair, or unauthorized service of the Engine. 

The Company shall have no obligation under this Warranty 
if the Engine is used in racing or similar competitive activities. 
The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty 
when a competition application, including but not limited to 
a turbocharger, supercharger or nitrous oxide, is used with 
the Engine. Further, the Company shall have no obligation 
under this warranty for any Engine that includes a 
Competition Package Option since the Package is for use in 
racing and similar competitive activities. 

THE COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND DISCLAIMS 
ALL CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO 
USE, THE ENGINE. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of 
incidental or consequential damages, so the above exclusion 
may not apply to you. 

What Must The Original Consumer Purchaser Do To 
Qualify For Warranty Coverage? 

Within thirty (30) days after the date of purchase of the 
Engine, the original Consumer Purchaser must return a 
completed Owner's Registration Card along with a copy of 
the invoice evidencing such purchase to the Company at the 
following address: 

S&S Cycle, Incorporated 
Attention : Technical Services 
14025 Cty Hwy G, PO Box 215 

Viola, WI 54664 

Phone: 608-627-8324 • Fax: 608-627-1488 
Email : sstech@sscycle.com 

Direct Phone: 608-627-TECH (8324) 

THIS WARRANTY IS VOIDABLE AT THE COMPANY'S OPTION 
IF THE ORIGINAL CONSUMER PURCHASER DOES NOT 
RETURN TO THE COMPANY THE OWNER REGISTRATION 
CARD AND A COPY OF THE INVOICE WITHIN THIRTY (30) 
DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE OF THE ENGINE. 
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WARRANTY- STANDARD PARTS 

LIMITED WARRANTY STANDARD PARTS 

Who Is Covered By This Warranty? 

This warranty covers only the original Consumer Purchaser of 
these parts and is not transferable. 

What Does This Warranty Cover? 

S&S Cycle, Incorporated (the "Company") warrants these 
parts to be free from defects in material and workmanship. 
If the parts become defective during the warranty coverage 
period, the Company will, at its option, repair or replace any, 
or all, defective parts. Repair or replacement of defective 
parts is the sole and exclusive remedy. 

How Long Is The Warranty Coverage? 

The warranty coverage remains in force for a period of twelve 
(12) months from the date that the original Consumer 
Purchaser buys the parts. However, warranty coverage will 
automatically terminate if the original Purchaser sells or 
otherwise transfers all or any portion of the purchased parts. 

What Is Not Covered by This Warranty? 

The Company shall not pay or be responsible for the cost of 
shipping the defective parts to the Company for service 
under this warranty, nor will the Company pay for the cost of 
labor to remove and/or replace the defective parts. 

Moreover, the Company shall have no obligation under this 
warranty in the event that the parts become defective in 
whole or in part as a result of improper assembly, 
installation, break-in, maintenance, or use, or any other 
misuse or mistreatment of the parts, including, without 
limitation, operation of the parts with fuels, oils or lubricants 
not conforming to specifications published by the Company 
or continued operation of the parts after a defect or 
malfunction occurs or is identified or suspected. 

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty 
for defects in parts with a powdercoat finish, when that 
option is selected, if the defects are caused by, but not 
limited to, negligence of parties other than the Company; an 
accident; ordinary wear and tear; assembly or disassembly; 
power washing; natural occurrences like stone chips; bead 
blasting; improper maintenance including the use of any 
harsh cleaning agent, chemical or solvent; and salt or other 
substances used on streets and highways for maintenance 
and safety. 

The Company provides touch-up paint with powdercoated 
parts. It is the customer's responsibility to repair minor finish 
damage to prevent or inhibit further deterioration. 

It is the responsibil ity of the original Consumer Purchaser to 
cease operation as soon as a defect or malfunction is 
identified or suspected. The failure to cease operation once 
a defect or malfunction exists can cause substantial damage 
to the Company's parts that could otherwise be avoided . 
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In addition, the Company shall have no obligation under this 
warranty for parts defects caused by alteration including, but 
not limited to, polishing; powdercoating; painting; removing 
or reconfiguring any components; modification, repair, or 
unauthorized service. 

The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty if 
the parts are used in racing or similar competitive activities. 
The Company shall have no obligation under this warranty 
when a competition application, including but not limited to 
a turbocharger, supercharger or nitrous oxide, is used with 
the Engine. Further, the Company shall have no obligation 
under this warranty for any parts that are included in a 
Competition Package Option offered by the Company since 
the Package is for use in racing and similar competitive 
activities. 

THE COMPANY SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR AND DISCLAIMS 
ALL CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR SPECIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR INABILITY TO 
USE, THESE PARTS. 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of 
incidental or consequential damages, so the above exclusion 
may not apply to you. 



LIMITED WARRANTY RETURN AUTHORIZATION 

What Are The Procedures To Obtain Service Under This 
Warranty? 

To obtain service under this warranty, the original Consumer 
Purchaser should immediately contact the dealer where the 
Engine was purchased. The dealer will then contact the 
Company for a determination as to whether the defect in 
the Engine or part is covered by this warranty. 

THE DEALER OR SERVICE PROVIDER MUST RECEIVE 
AUTHORIZATION FROM THE COMPANY BEFORE PROVIDING 
SERVICE UNDER THIS WARRANTY. 

In the event that the Company determines the Engine or 
part must be returned to the Company for evaluation or 
service, the Company will provide the dealer with a Return 
Authorization Number to put on the shipping container for 
identification . 

The original Consumer Purchaser or dealer must clean and 
properly package the Engine or part so as not to cause 
further damage and return the Engine or part, shipping costs 
prepaid, to the Company. The Return Authorization Number 
must be clearly visible on the outside of the shipping 
container. If the Engine or part must be cleaned prior to 
warranty inspection the cost of cleaning will be charged to 
the original Consumer Purchaser or dealer. 

The original Consumer Purchaser or dealer must also send to 
the Company a detailed explanation of the relevant facts 
concerning the nature of the problem, the specific use of the 
Engine, and the circumstances giving rise to the defect or 
problem. 

If it is not practicable to contact the dealer for warranty 
service, the original Consumer Purchaser may contact the 
Company at the following address, telephone number, fax 
number or e-mail address: 

S&S Cycle, Incorporated 
Attention: Technical Services 

14025 Cty Hwy G, PO Box 215 
Viola, WI 54664 

Phone: 608-627-8324 • Fax: 608-627-1488 
Email : sstech@sscycle.com 

Direct Phone: 608-627-TECH (8324) 

Are There Other Warranties? 

THE WARRANTIES STATED IN THIS WARRANTY REPLACE ALL 
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING 
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND ANY OTHER 
OBLIGATIONS OR LIABILITIES ON THE PART OF THE 
COMPANY WHETHER IN CONTRACT, WARRANTY, 
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE, TO THE EXTENT NOT 
PROHIBITED BY LAW. 

Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied 
warranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you. 

How Do State Laws Relate To This Warranty? 

This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also 
have other rights that vary from state to state. 
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DYNO CHARTS 

PROVEN PERFORMANCE 

Fig. 1: 124ci 4-1/8" bore 
V-Series engine with VFI 

Torque with S&S® 
Tuned Runner Induction 

Torque with S&S 
Teardrop Induction 

Fig. 2: 124ci 4-1/8" bore 
V-Series engine with G 
carburetor. 
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Torque with S&S 
Super G carburetor 
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PERFORMANCE THEN ... 

PERFORMANCE NOW ... 

When you stop and think about it, the trophies that company founder George Smith won 
at the race track in the late 1940's early 1950's were awards that really tell you what S&S is 
all about . .. Proven Performance®. 

The tradition of racing and competition with S&S® products continues to the present day at 
race tracks around the world . 

Hector Arana pilots his S&S powered Harley-Davidson® Buell® dragster to the 2009 NHRA Pro-Stock 
championship. Hector completed two back to back highly successful seasons in 2008 and 2009. He 
qualified #1 in 8 of 17 events to capture the championship over the Harley-Davidson® Screamin' 
Eagle® team and was the winner in an unprecedented 5 of those. 

During the season, Hector also established a National ET record of 6.851 seconds on October 3, 
2009 in Memphis. 
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